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TO: 
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June 12, 2017 
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Pierce Macdonald-Powell, Senior Planner 

STAFF REPORT FOR proposed wireless communication 

facilities (WCF) at sites near 505 Blair Avenue and 303 

Hillside Avenue   

 

 

AGENDA ITEM NUMBER 4a 
 

Project Applications: 

PHS02 near 505 Blair Avenue – Project #2, requires WCF permit and variances 

PHS05 near 303 Hillside Avenue – Project #5, requires WCF permit and variances 

 

APPLICATIONS SUMMARY: 
 

Wireless Communication Facilities (WCF) Permit Applications and Variances                   #16-0385 

  

Applicants: Crown Castle NG West LLC / Beacon Development 

Project Locations: 358 Hillside Avenue and Sites Generally Surrounding Piedmont Park 

 

Crown Castle NG West LLC and Beacon Development request Planning Commission review and 

recommendation regarding proposed wireless communication facilities antenna installations at nine 

sites generally surrounding Piedmont Park. This report addresses two proposed wireless 

communication installations that would be located on utility poles in the public right-of-way in zone 

A (single-family residential zone). The other seven proposed installations are addressed in two other 

separate reports. Each of the proposed new installations would have three antennas attached to the 

top of an utility pole and would have an underground vault beneath the sidewalk for communication 

equipment. Each of the two projects requires consideration of a wireless communication facilities 

permit application and consideration of applications for variances from City of Piedmont 

development standards for wireless communication facilities related to height limits and obstructions 

in the right-of-way. 

 

This report is structured to provide: 

 the context of the two project applications; 

 the Park Commission review; 

 the regulatory background for wireless communication facilities; 

 each project’s compliance with City of Piedmont regulations; 

 the findings that must be made when taking action on the project applications; and  

 recommended conditions of approval should the Planning Commission choose to make 

recommendations of approval of the projects.  

 

A description of each project’s compliance with City of Piedmont regulations begins on page 7 of 

this report. 



 

 

The two installation sites discussed in this report are part of a larger group of applications for a total 

of nine sites.  The larger group of applications are wireless communication facilities permit 

applications and variance applications for a proposed Distributed Antenna System (DAS) intended to 

improve data coverage and capacity to the immediate area (within approximately 1/3 mile) of each 

installation. In the City of Piedmont, the Planning Commission must review plans for proposed 

wireless communication facilities pursuant to the City’s development standards and criteria, and make 

a recommendation to the City Council, which is the deciding body for the proposed applications.   

 

Pursuant to Division 17.46 of the Piedmont Municipal Code, wireless communication facilities 

applications, variances, and site agreement (lease) must be reviewed for the proposed DAS 

installation.  The process to review a wireless communication facilities permit application combines 

the review of the installation design, the proposed changes to the existing site conditions, and the 

proposed use of the public right-of-way. The City Council is the deciding authority for wireless 

communication facilities applications and variance applications after a public hearing and 

recommendations from the Planning Commission and Park Commission. The proposal does not 

require a design review permit pursuant to Division 17.66 of the Piedmont Municipal Code.   

 

PARK COMMISSION REVIEW: 

 

On June 7, 2017, the Park Commission reviewed potential impacts to street trees related to the 

construction, excavation and clearance pruning for those proposed wireless communication facilities 

installations located within 25 feet of City of Piedmont street trees. The Park Commission’s 

recommendation will be provided to the Planning Commission and City Council. Neither the 

installation proposed for the site near 505 Blair Avenue nor the one near 303 Hillside Avenue is 

within 25 feet of any City street tree.  

 

REGULATORY BACKGROUND: 
 

Wireless communication facilities are considered a public utility and are subject to the federal 

Telecommunications Act (1996) and the authority of the California Public Utilities Commission 

(CPUC). In general, wireless communication facilities within the public right-of-way may be allowed 

as a conditional use in all zoning districts within the City, including zone A and zone B, pursuant to 

divisions 17.20 to 17.28 of the Piedmont City Code. Wireless communication facilities in the right-

of-way are not subject to typical zoning requirements related to towers and buildings in zone A and 

zone B, such as floor area ratio, lot coverage, or landscape coverage. Wireless communication 

antennas and equipment in the public right-of-way, located on street lights, utility poles, and in 

underground vaults, are subject to the Piedmont Municipal Code Division 17.46 (Wireless 

Communication Facilities), Chapter 3 (Trees), Section 5.4.11 (Noise), and Chapter 18 (Streets and 

Sidewalks).  

 

Wireless communication technology and regulations have changed and evolved since Piedmont’s first 

installations on City Hall in the late 1990s. Today, there are existing wireless communication facility 

antennas in Piedmont located at: the median across from 1658 Lower Grand Avenue (AT&T), 

Piedmont Community Church (T-Mobile), the Piedmont Corporation Yard (T-Mobile), the roof of 

City Hall (AT&T and Sprint), and the PG&E transmission tower at Sandringham Road and Estates 

Drive (AT&T and T-Mobile).  There is also a DAS installation near the City’s border with Oakland 

in the median across from 4471 Moraga Avenue in Oakland. 
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In addition to regulations under the Piedmont Municipal Code, the following federal and state 

regulations are applicable in the review of the wireless communication facilities permit applications 

filed by Crown Castle NG West LLC. 

 

Limits of City Ownership of the Public Right-of-Way 
 

 The public right-of-way is land owned by the City and dedicated for public use. The 

unconditional acceptance of the dedication of land as public right-of-way imbues this land 

with “public interest” under the law (Curtin’s California Land Use and Planning Law, 22nd 

Edition, page 110). Public interest, as defined by case law, is associated with public utilities, 

interstate commerce, an obligation to serve the public, equitable rates and fees, and federal 

and state jurisdiction.  Crown Castle is a registered competitive local exchange carrier (CLEC) 

and Crown Castle has a certificate of public convenience and necessity issued by the 

California Public Utilities Commission. For these reasons, Crown Castle is a “utility 

company” for the purposes of the use of the public right-of-way. 

 Takeaway: Crown Castle NG West LLC has the right to propose antenna installations 

in the public right-of-way because it is a utility company. 

 

 While the City of Piedmont “owns” the fee interest in the right-of-way, the State of California 

controls the rules related to the right-of-way.  In   Pacific Telegraph & Telephone Co. v. San 

Francisco (1961, Cal App 1st District) 197 Cal App 2d 133, an action to determine if a state 

statute provided a statewide franchise for telephone lines, the court rejected evidence of city 

ownership of the street.  The court concluded that ownership was irrelevant as the case did 

not involve adjudicating real property rights.  The question was simply whether the company 

had a statewide franchise to install facilities in the right-of-way. The Court noted that the State 

exercises broad preemptive powers in this area.  In addition, the court in the Pacific case held 

it was not in error to reject any testimony or evidence relating to the City’s fee interests, since 

the action was not brought for purposes of obtaining title to the property. Thus, a fight over 

the rights of a telecom franchisee, the fee interest was held to be irrelevant. While this case 

was not a case involving wireless service, the City believes that the result would be the same 

(see discussion of sub-section 7901, next point).   

 Takeaway: The fact that the City is the owner of the public right-of-way does not 

provide the City with any additional rights.    

 

 Regarding utility poles and lines, the State of California has the right to grant franchises to 

use the rights-of-way within or owned by a city, which the State has done for gas, electric, 

telephone and cable. Pursuant to Public Utilities Code, Division 4. Laws Relating to Utility 

Corporations and Their Employees [7503 - 8286], and Chapter 3. Telegraph or Telephone 

Corporations [7901 - 7912], telephone companies including cellular service companies and 

licensed neutral host carriers, such as Crown Castle NG West LLC, have a right to construct 

within the sidewalk and planter strip areas within the public right-of-way so long as the 

construction does not “incommode” the public use of the sidewalk (e.g. flow of pedestrian 

traffic, disabled access, parking, exiting a parked car, exiting a driveway, etc.).   Sub-section 

7901 of the Public Utilities Code reads, as follows:   
 

“7901. Telegraph or telephone corporations may construct lines of telegraph or 

telephone lines along and upon any public road or highway, along or across any of the 

waters or lands within this State, and may erect poles, posts, piers, or abutments for 

supporting the insulators, wires, and other necessary fixtures of their lines, in such 

manner and at such points as not to incommode the public use of the road or highway 
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or interrupt the navigation of the waters.” 

 

With a telephone franchise under section 7901, the telephone company has the right to the use 

of the right-of-way.  Cellular and telecommunications companies may obtain franchises under 

section 7901.  Section 7901 allows use of the right-of-way in such manner and at such points 

as not to incommode the public use of the road. Section 7901.1 gives the city the right to 

exercise reasonable control as to the time, place and manner in which the roads… are 

accessed.  This control must be applied to all entities in an equivalent manner. 

 Takeaway: The City may control the time, place, and manner in which the public 

right-of-way is accessed by a utility company like Crown Castle, so long as the control 

is applied to all entities fairly. 

 

 Regarding street lights, under current law, the City of Piedmont as the owner of the street light 

can decide whether it wishes to allow others to use the street light.  So, if the City decides to 

rent space on the street light, then the City can charge what it desires and the other party is 

willing to pay.  However, as to the telephone/cell/telecom companies, since they have an 

independent right to be in the right-of-way, they can always erect their own pole or use 

electric/telephone poles. There is a pending bill before the State Legislature (SB 649) to 

remove a city’s authority related to small cell antennas on City facilities such as street lights, 

traffic lights, and other city-owned facilities in the right-of-way. 

 Takeaway: The City owns the street lights and acts as a landlord regarding the use of 

the street lights. However, there is a bill before the State legislature (SB 649) that 

would severely limit the City’s rights related to the installation of wireless 

communication facilities on City-owned facilities in the right-of-way. 

 

 As to telephone and electric poles, they are generally subject to the joint pole authority rules 

regardless of who owns them. These rules regulate rent and other obligations. Joint pole 

authority rules or other California Public Utilities Commission rules regulate which different 

utilities may locate on joint poles.   The City retains only reasonable zoning/aesthetic 

regulations, as set forth above.  

 Takeaway: The City of Piedmont does not own the utility poles. The City’s authority 

over the utility poles is its Municipal Code regulations, discussed below. 

 

Zoning and the Public Right-of-Way  
 

 The Piedmont Municipal Code has specific regulations and development standards for 

wireless communication facilities pursuant to Division 17.46, which are separate and distinct 

from the zoning regulations for buildings in zone A and zone B in Chapter 17. 

 

 Street lights are not subject to city zoning regulations. The Piedmont Municipal Code has 

specific standards for roadway construction pursuant to Chapter 18, which are separate and 

distinct from the zoning regulations in Chapter 17.  

 Takeaway: The City Council has the authority pursuant to Chapter 18 to review work 

in the public right-of-way, including the design of street lights and other City-owned 

features.  

 

 Electrical utility poles and utility lines are not subject to local zoning regulations. California 

Government Code section 53091(e) states “Zoning ordinances of a county or city shall not 

apply to … the production or generation of electrical energy, facilities that are subject to 
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Section 12808.5 of the Public Utilities Code [transmission lines of electrical energy, including 

poles and other accessory structures], or electrical substations in an electrical transmission 

system that receives electricity at less than 100,000 volts...” The City of Piedmont zoning 

ordinance does not make provisions for the location or construction of transmission lines. The 

location of utilities and authorization for work within the public right-of-way are subject to 

the review and approval of the Public Works Director pursuant to section 17.06.050.C of the 

City Code and Chapter 18 of the City Code, Streets and Sidewalks. 

 Takeaway: The City does not regulate the design of utility poles or overhead 

transmission wires. General Plan policies encourage the creation of underground 

utility districts. 

 

Federal Telecommunications Act of 1996 
 

 The federal Telecommunications Act of 1996 specifically identifies public rights-of-way as 

appropriate locations for wireless communications facilities. Section 704, Facilities Siting; 

Radio Frequency Emission Standards, states that the government, “shall prescribe procedures 

by which Federal departments and agencies may make available on a fair, reasonable, and 

nondiscriminatory basis, property, rights-of-way, and easements under their control for the 

placement of new telecommunications services that are dependent, in whole or in part, upon 

the utilization of Federal spectrum rights for the transmission or reception of such services. 

These procedures may establish a presumption that requests for the use of property, rights-of-

way, and easements by duly authorized providers should be granted absent unavoidable direct 

conflict with the department or agency's mission, or the current or planned use of the property, 

rights-of-way, and easements in question. Reasonable fees may be charged to providers of 

such telecommunications services for use of property, rights-of-way, and easements.” 

 Takeaway: The federal Telecommunications Act of 1996 anticipated proposals for 

antenna installations in the federal public right-of-way, while recognizing that there 

could be conflicts with the current or planned use of the right-of-way.  The 

Telecommunications Act established the federal government’s exclusive jurisdiction 

to determine the safe emissions standards for public exposure to radio frequency and 

electromagnetic field radiation.  

 

Street Trees and the Public Right-of-Way 
 

 Article IV of Chapter 3, Trees, of the City Code provides the regulations applicable to City 

trees. Pursuant to section 3.14, City Approval Required, the vegetation on public property is 

owned by the City of Piedmont. No person other than a City employee or other contractual 

agent of the City may plant, prune, treat, or remove vegetation on public property. A property 

owner may request that the City plant, prune, treat or remove a tree in a parking strip or other 

City right-of-way as provided in this Article IV. 
 

 Section 3.18 of the City Code specifically governs the removal of trees located within parking 

strips in the public right-of-way. Section 3.18.1, City Approval Required, states that no person 

shall remove a tree in a parking strip or other city right-of-way without the prior approval of 

the Park Commission after a hearing on the request as provided in this Section 3.18. This 

prohibition includes but is not limited to the proposed removal of a tree for sidewalk repairs 

or for the clearing of sanitary sewer and storm drain easements. A tree on public property may 

be removed without Park Commission approval only after a tree is declared an imminent 

hazard to public safety by the City Administrator or Public Works Director. The Park 

Commission responsibilities are outlined in section 25.5 of the City Code. 
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 Takeaway: The City of Piedmont has a long history of maintaining and investing in 

its street trees. Installations that may impact street trees must be reviewed by the Park 

Commission, which makes a recommendation to City Council regarding the impact of 

the proposed projects on street trees and the curbside planting strip. 

 

 

Shot-Clock for Wireless Communication Facilities and Collocation 
 

 Federal Communications Commission (FCC) Wireless Facility Rules Implementing Section 

6409(a) and California’s AB 57 restrict the City’s ability to regulate collocation of wireless 

communications facilities and also require the City to take action on the application within a 

reasonable time limit established by the FCC. The City can review wireless communication 

facilities for location, placement and design when it is the first deployment of a wireless 

installation but cannot regulate by discretionary review certain future collocations and 

modifications of wireless telecommunications facilities that may occur after the first 

deployment on a utility pole. In general, the reasonable time limit for action on an application 

for new antenna deployment is 150 days. After 150 days an application can be “deemed 

approved.”  The reasonable time limit for action on an application for collocation can be as 

little as 60 days. City staff have 30 days to review an initial submittal of an application and 

then 10 days to review re-submittals of the application.  

 Takeaway:  The time limit for the City’s decision on the applications for new antenna 

deployment filed by Crown Castle NG West LLC is 150 days. After 150 days an 

application can be “deemed approved.” (The time limit deadline of 150 days applies 

whether or not an application is complete for the purposes of the Permit Streamlining 

Act.) 

 

Charter Cities 
 

 Charter cities, like Piedmont, are not exempted from federal Telecommunications Act 

requirements or the State of California’s AB 57. 

 

Reasonable Zoning Regulations and Reasonable Aesthetic Requirements 
 

 Under Public Utilities Code section 7901.1, the City of Piedmont has the right to provide for 

reasonable zoning regulations in the right-of-way and can exercise reasonable 

aesthetic requirements. Examples of the types of control that can be exercised by the City 

include zoning and aesthetic requirements applied by the City of Rancho Palos Verdes to 

antennas proposed by Sprint. The City’s requirements were upheld by the courts (see Sprint 

v. Rancho Palos Verdes (2009, 9th Circuit) 583 Fed3d 716). Local regulations can include 

rules to control the proliferation of antennas, limit visual clutter, protect unobstructed sight 

lines, reduce obstruction of scenic views, maintain pedestrian use of sidewalks, promote 

harmonious development, and achieve consistency with local design guidelines.  

 Takeaway: According to case law, the City of Piedmont can apply reasonable zoning 

regulations and reasonable aesthetic regulations to proposals for wireless 

communication facilities, such as rules to control the proliferation of antennas, limit 

visual clutter, protect unobstructed sight lines, reduce obstruction of scenic views, 

maintain pedestrian use of sidewalks, promote harmonious development, and achieve 

consistency with local design guidelines. See City Code Division 17.46. 
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COMPLIANCE WITH CITY CODE: 

 
 

Wireless communication facilities, located on street lights and in underground vaults, are subject to 

the Piedmont Municipal Code, including the following regulations Division 17.46 (Wireless 

Communication Facilities), Chapter 3 (Trees), Section 5.4.11 (Noise), and Chapter 18 (Streets and 

Sidewalks) of the City Code.   A summary table of the nine project sites and project descriptions to 

be reviewed by the Planning Commission is provided as Attachment A to this staff report. Public 

comments received about the Park Commission and Planning Commission review are included as 

Attachment F. The applicants’ coverage report is provided as Attachment H and the proposed plans 

are provided as Attachment I. The applications’ compliance with Division 17.46, Section 5.4.20, and 

Chapter 18, are provided below for each of the two sites within this agenda item. Compliance with 

sections of the Code related to street trees and planting strips are provided in the staff report prepared 

for the June 7, 2017 Park Commission meeting, included online as Attachment G.  

 
 

 

PHS02 (Project #2) near 505 Blair Avenue 

 

 

Piedmont Municipal Code Section 17.46.040, Location 

 

Location within the City – Project #2 near 505 Blair Avenue 

The applicants propose to construct three new antenna and an underground vault in the public right-

of-way near 505 Blair Avenue, a location within Zone A, which is established for single-family 

residential use. Conditional uses allowed in Zone A include a wireless communication facility, subject 

to a wireless communication facility permit under Division 17.46. The proposed antennas would be 

installed on an extension atop an existing utility pole in the same location. The location preference in 

the City Code (section 17.46.040) is, in order of preference, (i) on publicly-owned property outside 

of the public right of way, in Zone B within the city, (ii) on publicly-owned facilities in any other 

zone outside of the public right of way, or (iii) public rights-of-way. The proposed site is within the 

public right-of-way, the third preference.  Complies. 

 

Collocation Preference – Project #2 near 505 Blair Avenue 

Collocation means the location of two or more wireless communication facilities on a single support 

structure. The proposed communication equipment (e.g., cabinets, fans) would be located in a 

proposed underground vault beneath the sidewalk to conceal the equipment. The applicants do not 

propose to collocate the new antennas with existing wireless antenna(s). The location preference in 

the City Code (section 17.46.040) is to locate on or in an existing structure in which the wireless 

communication facility can be concealed, to collocate on an existing wireless communication facility, 

or to locate on a new structure that can be incorporated in an inconspicuous or compatible manner 

with the surrounding area. Collocation limits the proliferation of new antennas and associated visual 

clutter. Possibly complies because the communication equipment is proposed to be located in an 

underground vault. However, the antennas would not be collocated or completely concealed, such 

as behind a parapet or within an architectural feature, but may be considered to be inconspicuous. 

 

Site Agreement – Project #2 near 505 Blair Avenue 
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The utility poles are not owned by the City and therefore are not subject to a site agreement with the 

City. Not applicable. Utility poles are not City property. 

 

Piedmont Municipal Code Section 17.46.070 Development Standards  

 

Collocation – Project #2 near 505 Blair Avenue 

Collocation means the location of two or more wireless communication facilities on a single support 

structure. The proposed new wireless antennas on an extended existing utility pole near 505 Blair 

Avenue would be installed where there are no antennas installed today. The collocation preference in 

the City Code (section 17.46.070.A.1) requires new wireless communication facilities to be 

“collocated” with existing facilities and with other planned new facilities whenever feasible. A new 

wireless tower must be designed and constructed to accommodate future collocation(s) unless the city 

determines that collocation would be infeasible because of physical or design issues specific to the 

site. Collocation limits the proliferation of new antennas and associated visual clutter. According to 

the applicant, collocation for the proposed antenna would be infeasible due to the design of the 

system. Complies, depending upon a determination of infeasibility. 

 

Height Limit – Project #2 near 505 Blair Avenue 

The proposed wireless communication facility near 505 Blair Avenue would be 45 feet 8 inches tall. 

The height limit for wireless communication facilities in the City Code (section 17.46.070.A.2) is 35 

feet, measured from the ground to the highest point of the wireless communication facility, unless the 

zoning district in which the wireless communication facility is located expressly provides a higher 

height limit. The height limit in Zone A does not allow structures greater than an average maximum 

height of 35 feet. Does not comply. Requires a variance from the maximum height limit. 

 

Screening – Project #2 near 505 Blair Avenue 

The proposed antennas would be located at the top of an extended existing utility pole and 

communication equipment would be within a vault beneath the sidewalk. The screening requirement 

for wireless communication facilities in the City Code (section 17.46.070.A.2) states that roof 

mounted equipment and antennas must be located to minimize visibility. Not applicable because the 

proposed antennas are not roof-mounted. 

 

Concealment or Camouflage – Project #2 near 505 Blair Avenue 

The project plans state that antenna equipment is proposed to be painted to match the utility pole color 

scheme and that the communication equipment would be concealed within an underground vault. 

Section 17.46.070.A.3 of the City Code states that wireless communication facilities must be designed 

to minimize visual impacts. When feasible, the facilities must be concealed or camouflaged. The 

facilities must have a non-reflective finish and be painted or otherwise treated to minimize visibility 

and the obstruction of views. The facilities may not bear signs, other than certification, warning, 

emergency contacts, or other signage required by law or expressly required by the city. Possibly 

complies because the vault would conceal some equipment. However, although painted to match 

the utility pole, the antennas proposed for the site near 505 Blair Avenue would be 4 feet 8 inches 

in length, which may unnecessarily add to their visibility. A smaller antenna (2 feet in length) 

would be typical of DAS installations and less conspicuous in the streetscape. Should it wish to 

make findings for approval, the Planning Commission may consider a requirement for a smaller 

antenna. 
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Public Health, Peace and Safety – Project #2 near 505 Blair Avenue 

The applicants have filed a radio frequency radiation exposure report prepared by Hammett & Edison 

Consulting Engineers for the installation near 505 Blair Avenue that concluded that the exposure to 

radiation from the proposed antenna would be .89% of the safe exposure limits established by the 

Federal Communications Commission (FCC). The requirement to maintain public health, peace and 

safety for wireless communication facilities in the City Code (section 17.46.070.A.4) states that a 

wireless communication facility may not adversely affect the public health, peace and safety. 

Complies. However, the exposure report prepared by Hammett & Edison has incomplete 

information in the background section of the report (page 2). The report states that the antennas 

have maximum effective radiated power of 720 watts in any direction, total. According to the 

manufacturer’s specifications for the proposed Commscope antenna, each antenna has a 

maximum power of 350 watts per port and each of the three proposed antennas has six ports, before 

antenna gain (antenna gain is an antenna’s efficiency in changing electrical power to signal 

strength). The proposed antennas’ maximum effective radiated power could be greater than 6,300 

watts with antenna gain (three times 2,100 watts for each antenna) if operated at maximum power. 

Staff recommends a condition of approval that requires the applicants to submit prior to the 

issuance of an encroachment permit, a revised exposure report without site and project 

discrepancies and that verifies the facility meets FCC requirements if operated at maximum power 

and that the report be peer reviewed. 

 

Physical Safety in the Right-of-Way – Project #2 near 505 Blair Avenue 

Field measurements at the site revealed that the existing utility pole near 505 Blair Avenue is located 

11 inches to the front of curb along a narrow sidewalk, near the intersection with Highland Avenue. 

Proposed plans indicate that the new antenna atop the existing utility pole would be located in the 

same location as the existing pole and that the proposed new electricity meter would be set at 5 feet 

as measured to the ground. In addition, the existing pole is within 3 feet of a residential driveway. 

The requirement to maintain the public right-of-way for wireless communication facilities in the City 

Code (section 17.46.070.A.5) states that a wireless communication facility located in the public right-

of-way may not cause: (i) physical or visual obstruction, or safety hazard, to pedestrians, cyclists, or 

motorists; or (ii) inconvenience to the public's use of the right-of-way. Equipment, walls, and 

landscaping located above grade must be at least 18 inches from the front of the curb and not interfere 

with the public’s use of the right-of-way. The proposed antenna, power and communication risers, 

and electricity meter would be closer to the face of curb than the 18-inch setback required by the 

development standards and the height of the proposed new electricity meter, installed at a height of 5 

feet from grade, would create a safety hazard to pedestrians. The Public Works Department requires 

a minimum height of 7 feet to the bottom edge of any electricity meter in the public right-of-way to 

meet the American with Disabilities Act (ADA) requirements and PG&E standards. The cabling for 

the antenna are proposed to be installed in power and communication risers on the sides of the utility 

pole. This additional equipment on the sides of the utility pole could create sightline obstructions at 

the residential driveway.  Does not comply. Requires a variance. Staff notes that the plan view (“top 

view”) on sheet SP-2 is not drawn to scale to confirm the distance of the antennas to the front of 

curb. In addition, the applicants have not provided the design of the cover of the underground vault 

and how it will be made slip resistant.  

 

Compliance with Federal and State Law – Project #2 near 505 Blair Avenue 

The requirement to comply with federal and state statutes for wireless communication facilities 

applications in the City Code (section 17.46.070.A.6) requires each wireless communication facilities 

application to comply with federal and state statutes governing local agencies’ land use authority 

regarding the siting of wireless communication facilities, including without limitation 47 USC 
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sections 253, 332(c)(7), 47 USC section 1455 (also known as section 6409 of the 2012 Middle Class 

Tax Relief and Jobs Act), California Government Code sections 50030, 65850.6 and 65964, and 

California Public Utilities Code sections 7901 and 7901.1. Each reference to a federal and state statute 

is to the statute as it may be as amended from time-to-time and to the extent the statute remains in 

effect. If the project near 505 Blair Avenue is found to comply with the Division 17.46 of the 

Piedmont Municipal Code, then the project complies with the regulations cited above. 

 

Piedmont Municipal Code Chapter 18 Streets and Sidewalks Ordinance  

 

Utility Pole Modification – Project #2 near 505 Blair Avenue 

The applicants request City Council approval to place an antenna on an extension atop an existing 

utility pole and to construct an underground vault beneath the sidewalk near 505 Blair Avenue. 

Section 18.8 of the Streets and Sidewalks Ordinance of the Piedmont City Code provides City 

regulations for the construction of utility poles in the public right-of-way. This section reads, “No 

person shall erect or cause to be erected upon or in any public street, lane, alley, sidewalk, sidewalk 

area, or other public place within the City, any telegraph, telephone or electric light pole, or any pole 

for the suspension of electric telegraph, telephone, electric light or electric power wires or cables, 

without first having secured therefor the express permission of the Council.” Seeking approval from 

Council. 
 

Sidewalk Obstruction – Project #2 near 505 Blair Avenue 

The applicants propose to install an electricity meter located 5 feet above the surface of the sidewalk 

on the utility pole. Section 18.22 of the Streets and Sidewalks Ordinance of the Piedmont Municipal 

Code states that it is illegal to obstruct a sidewalk or roadway, as follows, “It shall be unlawful for 

any person to place or cause to be placed anywhere upon any sidewalk or roadway, anything which 

shall obstruct, restrict or prevent the use of any portion of such sidewalk or roadway; provided, that 

this section shall not apply to the articles or things listed in section 18.16.” Electricity meters are not 

included in the list of things permitted to obstruct the sidewalk. At 5 feet from grade, the new 

electricity meter would not be installed at a minimum height of 7 feet so that it does not obstruct the 

sidewalk. The Public Works Department requires a minimum height of 7 feet to the bottom edge of 

any electricity meter in the public right-of-way to meet the American with Disabilities Act (ADA) 

requirements and PG&E standards. Does not comply. Variances are not available for Chapter 18 of 

the Municipal Code. Should it wish to make findings for approval, the Planning Commission may 

consider a requirement that the electricity meter be installed a minimum height of 7 feet to 8 feet 

above grade. 

 

 
 

PHS05 (Project #5) near 303 Hillside Avenue 

 

 

Piedmont Municipal Code Section 17.46.040 Location 

 

Location within the City – Project #5 near 303 Hillside Avenue 

The applicants propose to construct three new antennas atop a new, taller utility pole to replace an 

existing utility pole and to construct an underground equipment vault in the public right-of-way 

beneath the adjacent sidewalk, near 303 Hillside Avenue, located in Zone A, which is established for 

single-family residential use. The location preference in the City Code (section 17.46.040) is, in order 

of preference, (i) on publicly-owned property outside of the public right of way, in Zone B within the 
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city, (ii) on publicly-owned facilities in any other zone outside of the public right of way, or (iii) 

public rights-of-way. The proposed site is within the public right-of-way, the third preference.  

Complies. 

 

Collocation Preference – Project #5 near 303 Hillside Avenue 

The proposed three new wireless antennas on a new, taller utility pole near 303 Hillside Avenue 

would be installed where there are no antennas installed today. The applicants do not propose to 

collocate with existing wireless antennas. Collocation means the location of two or more wireless 

communication facilities on a single support structure. Collocation limits the proliferation of new 

antennas and associated visual clutter. Communication equipment is proposed to be located in an 

underground vault. The location preference in the City Code (section 17.46.040) is to locate on or in 

an existing structure in which the wireless communication facility can be concealed, to collocate on 

an existing wireless communication facility, or to locate on a new structure that can be incorporated 

in an inconspicuous or compatible manner with the surrounding area.  Possibly complies because the 

communication equipment would be located in an underground vault. However, the antennas 

would not be collocated or completely concealed, such as behind a parapet or within an 

architectural feature, but may be considered to be inconspicuous. 
 

Site Agreement – Project #5 near 303 Hillside Avenue 

The utility poles are not owned by the City and therefore are not subject to a site agreement with the 

City. Not applicable. Utility poles are not City property. 

 

Piedmont Municipal Code Section 17.46.070 Development Standards  

 

Collocation – Project #5 near 303 Hillside Avenue 

The proposed new wireless antenna near 303 Hillside Avenue would be located on a new, taller 

replacement utility pole where there are no antennas installed today. The collocation preference in 

the City Code (section 17.46.070.A.1) requires new wireless communication facilities to be 

“collocated” with existing facilities and with other planned new facilities whenever feasible. 

Collocation means the location of two or more wireless communication facilities on a single support 

structure. Collocation limits the proliferation of new antennas and associated visual clutter. A new 

wireless tower must be designed and constructed to accommodate future collocation(s) unless the city 

determines that collocation would be infeasible because of physical or design issues specific to the 

site.  According to the applicant, collocation for the proposed antennas would be infeasible due to the 

design of the system. Complies, depending upon a determination of infeasibility. 

 

Height Limit – Project #5 near 303 Hillside Avenue 

The proposed wireless communication facility near 303 Hillside Avenue would be 52 feet 10 inches 

tall. The height limit for wireless communication facilities in the City Code (section 17.46.070.A.2) 

is 35 feet, measured from the ground to the highest point of the wireless communication facility, 

unless the zoning district in which the wireless communication facility is located expressly provides 

a higher height limit. The height limit in Zone A does not allow structures greater than an average 

maximum height of 35 feet. Does not comply. Requires a variance. 

 

Screening – Project #5 near 303 Hillside Avenue 
The proposed antennas would be located on a utility pole and communication equipment would be 

within a vault beneath the sidewalk.  The screening requirement for wireless communication facilities 

in the City Code (section 17.46.070.A.2) states that roof mounted equipment and antennas must be 

located to minimize visibility. Not applicable because the proposed antennas are not roof-mounted. 
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Concealment or Camouflage – Project #5 near 303 Hillside Avenue 

Section 17.46.070.A.3 of the Municipal Code states wireless communication facilities must be 

designed to minimize visual impacts. When feasible, the facilities must be concealed or camouflaged. 

The facilities must have a non-reflective finish and be painted or otherwise treated to minimize 

visibility and the obstruction of views. The facilities may not bear signs, other than certification, 

warning, emergency contacts, or other signage required by law or expressly required by the city. 

Possibly complies because the plans for 303 Hillside Avenue state that antenna equipment will be 

painted to match the utility pole color scheme and because the communication equipment is 

proposed within an underground vault. However, the antennas proposed for the site near 303 

Hillside Avenue are 4 feet 8 inches in length, which may unnecessarily add to their visibility. A 

smaller antenna (2 feet tall) would be typical of DAS installations and less conspicuous in the 

streetscape. Should it wish to make findings for approval, the Planning Commission may consider 

a requirement for a smaller antenna. 

 

Public Health, Peace and Safety – Project #5 near 303 Hillside Avenue 

The applicants have filed a radio frequency radiation exposure report prepared by Hammett & Edison 

Consulting Engineers for the installation near 303 Hillside Avenue that concluded that the exposure 

to radiation from the three proposed antennas would be .46% of the safe exposure limits established 

by the Federal Communications Commission (FCC). The requirement to maintain public health, 

peace and safety for wireless communication facilities in the City Code (section 17.46.070.A.4) states 

that a wireless communication facility may not adversely affect the public health, peace and safety. 

Possibly complies. However, the exposure report prepared by Hammett & Edison has incomplete 

information in the background section of the report (page 2). The report states that the antennas 

have maximum effective radiated power of 720 watts in any direction, total. The manufacturer’s 

specifications for the Commscope antennas state that the antennas have maximum power of 350 

watts per port and each antenna has six ports, before antenna gain (antenna gain is an antenna’s 

efficiency in changing electrical power to signal strength). The proposed antennas’ maximum 

effective radiated power could be greater than 6,300 watts with antenna gain (three times 2,100 

watts for each antenna) if operated at maximum power. Staff recommends a condition of approval 

that requires the applicants to submit prior to the issuance of an encroachment permit, a revised 

exposure report without site and project discrepancies and that verifies the facility meets FCC 

requirements if operated at maximum power and that the report be peer reviewed. 

 

Physical Safety in the Right-of-Way – Project #5 near 303 Hillside Avenue 

Field measurements taken by staff indicate that the existing utility pole near 303 Hillside Avenue is 

located 14 ½ inches to the front of curb closer than 18 inches. Plans show the proposed new 

replacement utility with the same setback to the curb and the same location. Staff infers from the 

plans that the antennas, power and communication risers, and electricity meter would be closer than 

18 inches to the front of curb. As proposed, a new electricity meter would be installed on the utility 

pole at 5 feet as measured to the ground, which is near eye level for many adults. The existing utility 

pole is located within 6 feet of a driveway. The requirement to maintain the public right-of-way for 

wireless communication facilities in the City Code (section 17.46.070.A.5) states that a wireless 

communication facility located in the public right-of-way may not cause: (i) physical or visual 

obstruction, or safety hazard, to pedestrians, cyclists, or motorists; or (ii) inconvenience to the public's 

use of the right-of-way. Equipment, walls, and landscaping located above grade must be at least 18 

inches from the front of the curb and not interfere with the public’s use of the right-of-way. The Public 

Works Department requires a minimum height of 7 feet to the bottom edge of any electricity meter 

in the public right-of-way to meet the American with Disabilities Act (ADA) requirements and PG&E 
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standards. Does not comply. Requires a variance. The antennas would create a pedestrian safety 

hazard due to the placement of the electricity meters near eye level and the new power and 

communication risers could obstruct sightlines to and from the driveway. Furthermore, the plan 

view (“top view”) on sheet SP-2 is not drawn to scale to confirm the distance of the antennas to the 

front of curb. In addition, the applicants have not provided the design of the cover of the 

underground vault and how it will be made slip resistant. 

 

Compliance with Federal and State Law – Project #5 near 303 Hillside Avenue 

The requirement to comply with federal and state statutes for wireless communication facilities 

applications in the City Code (section 17.46.070.A.6) require each wireless communication facility 

application to comply with federal and state statutes governing local agencies’ land use authority 

regarding the siting of wireless communication facilities, including without limitation 47 USC 

sections 253, 332(c)(7), 47 USC section 1455 (also known as section 6409 of the 2012 Middle Class 

Tax Relief and Jobs Act), California Government Code sections 50030, 65850.6 and 65964, and 

California Public Utilities Code sections 7901 and 7901.1. Each reference to a federal and state statute 

is to the statute as it may be as amended from time-to-time and to the extent the statute remains in 

effect. If the project near 303 Hillside Avenue is found to comply with the Division 17.46 of the 

Piedmont Municipal Code, then the project complies with the regulations cited above. 

 

Piedmont Municipal Code Chapter 18 Streets and Sidewalks Ordinance  

 

Utility Pole Replacement – Project #5 near 303 Hillside Avenue 

The proposed wireless communication facility near 303 Hillside Avenue would install a new 

replacement utility pole in the public right-of-way. Section 18.8 of the Streets and Sidewalks 

Ordinance of the Piedmont City Code provides City regulations for the construction of utility poles 

in the public right-of-way. This section reads, “No person shall erect or cause to be erected upon or 

in any public street, lane, alley, sidewalk, sidewalk area, or other public place within the City, any 

telegraph, telephone or electric light pole, or any pole for the suspension of electric telegraph, 

telephone, electric light or electric power wires or cables, without first having secured therefor the 

express permission of the Council.” Seeking City Council approval. 

 

Sidewalk Obstruction – Project #5 near 303 Hillside Avenue 

The applicants propose to install an electricity meter located 5 feet above the surface of the sidewalk 

on the replacement utility pole. Section 18.22 of the Streets and Sidewalks Ordinance of the Piedmont 

Municipal Code states that it is illegal to obstruct a sidewalk or roadway, as follows, “It shall be 

unlawful for any person to place or cause to be placed anywhere upon any sidewalk or roadway, 

anything which shall obstruct, restrict or prevent the use of any portion of such sidewalk or roadway; 

provided, that this section shall not apply to the articles or things listed in section 18.16.” Electricity 

meters are not included in the list of things permitted to obstruct the sidewalk. The proposed new 

electricity meter would obstruct the sidewalk for pedestrians. Does not comply. See discussion for 

sidewalk obstruction and section 18.22, above, for the project near 505 Blair Avenue. Variances 

are not available for non-compliance with Chapter 18. 

 

NOISE ORDINANCE: 

 

Compliance with Section 5.4.11 of the Piedmont City Code - Noise 

 

City staff has requested acoustical studies and manufacturer’s specifications for noise related to the 

proposed equipment for all of the installations requested by the applicants, including the two sites 
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near 505 Blair Avenue and 303 Hillside Avenue that are being addressed in this report. The applicants 

have not provided an acoustical study or noise specifications for the proposed equipment, including 

the proposed sump pumps and air fans in the underground vaults. Section 5.4.11 of the Piedmont City 

Code regulates mechanically generated noise sources. It states, "Machines and other devices located 

on the exterior of structures which generate sounds perceptible outside the perimeters of the lot on 

which the machine or other device is located shall be installed with such sound transmission control 

measures to adequately minimize or eliminate the transmission of the sound to a level not to exceed 

50 decibels, A-weighted, beyond property perimeters. This section is directed to and includes, but is 

not limited to, pool and spa filter systems, air conditioning units, and exterior mounted blowers for 

exhaust systems.” The proposed underground vault is a device which could generate noise due to the 

equipment inside of it, and the vault is an enclosure but not a “structure.” Staff is recommending a 

condition of approval that: prior to issuance of an encroachment permit for the approved scope of 

work, the applicants shall prepare and submit an acoustic study for the specific equipment to be 

installed including manufacturers’ specifications and tested noise levels that indicates that noise levels 

from the proposed equipment will not exceed 50 decibels at the nearest property line. Prior to 

completion of the project, the applicant shall provide a copy of an acoustical report prepared in the 

field by an acoustical engineer which demonstrates that noise levels at the nearest property line are 

50 dBA or less per occurrence or incident. If noise exceeds 50 dBA at the nearest property line per 

occurrence or incident, then the applicant or contractor shall install measures to reduce the noise, such 

as quieter equipment, additional insulation, mufflers, etc., as required by the Building Official. 

Complies, as conditioned. 

 

VARIANCES: 

 

Variances from the 35-foot height limit for wireless communication facilities (Piedmont City Code 

section 17.46.070.A.2) are required for the proposed new antennas located near both 505 Blair 

Avenue and 303 Hillside Avenue. Variances are also required for safety hazards and obstructions in 

the public right-of-way for these projects. The Public Works Department requires a minimum height 

of 7 feet to the bottom edge of any electricity meter in the public right-of-way to meet the American 

with Disabilities Act (ADA) requirements and PG&E standards. 

 

According to section 17.70.040 of the Piedmont City Code, variances from these regulations shall not 

be granted except when the particular land to be improved varies in some unique physical way from 

other land in the same zone and, because of these physical differences, applying the regulations of 

Chapter 17 would effectively prohibit the use of the property in a manner similar to the use of other 

properties in the same zone. "Unreasonable hardship" for purposes of this subsection refers to the 

unusual physical characteristics of the underlying land and existing improvements on the land which 

prohibit development of the land in a manner consistent with land conforming to City standards. This 

standard of hardship relates to the property, not the personal or economic circumstances of the 

applicant. No variance shall be granted for reasons which are personal to the applicant and unrelated 

to the uniqueness of the property.  

 

VARIANCE FINDINGS: 

 

Nonconforming Height – Project #2, 505 Blair Avenue 

 

The new antenna proposed on an existing utility pole near 505 Blair Avenue is proposed to have a 

height of 45 feet 8 inches. The maximum height limit is 35 feet (pursuant to section 17.46.070.A.2). 

To approve the height variance requested by this application for the proposed installation near 505 
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Blair Avenue, the Planning Commission must recommend and the City Council must make specific 

findings of fact to support all of the following conclusions. The applicants’ proposed findings for the 

variance application for nonconforming height is indicated in bold. The applicants have provided a 

diagram of the site to accompany the variance application (included in Attachment B). 

 

(a) The property and existing improvements present unusual physical circumstances of the 

property (including but not limited to size, shape, topography, location and surroundings), so that 

strictly applying the terms of this chapter would keep the property from being used in the same manner 

as other conforming properties in the zone: GO 95 and the CPUC regulates the placement of 

microcellular antennas in relation to the separation between the various utility companies and 

their lines on wood poles. Due to the terrain in this area we are using 4ft antennas as it provides 

much better signal control compared to 2ft antennas. Looking at the pole, we need 6 feet of 

separation between the secondary power (33’-4”) and the top of the antenna. Also from the 

bottom of the antenna to the future Crown Castle fiber (28’-2”) we need 2 feet of separation. In 

total, we need 12 feet of separation between the secondary power and the future crown castle 

fiber in order to place the antennas. On this pole, we only have 5’-2” of clearance. Therefore, 

we placed the antennas on top of the pole. Placing the antennas below the communication zone 

not only would decrease the coverage as it will be affected by surrounding foliage and the 

building structures, but it would also bring them closer to the pedestrians creating more 

concern and in these cases, fall outside what is permitable. The current design of placing the 

antennas at the top of the pole, allows Crown Castle to adhere to both the State utility 

regulations as well as achieving the purpose of increased cell/data coverage needed by its 

customer. 

 

(b) The project is compatible with the immediately surrounding neighborhood and the public 

welfare: Please see response above. 

 

(c) Accomplishing the improvement without a variance would cause unreasonable hardship in 

planning, design, or construction: Please see response above. 

 

Nonconforming Height – Project #5, 303 Hillside Avenue 

 

The new antennas proposed atop a new replacement utility pole near 303 Hillside Avenue are 

proposed to have a height of 52 feet 10 inches. The maximum height limit is 35 feet (pursuant to 

section 17.46.070.A.2). To approve the nonconforming height variance requested by this application 

for the proposed installation near 303 Hillside Avenue, the Planning Commission must recommend 

and the City Council must make specific findings of fact to support all of the following conclusions.  

The applicants’ proposed findings for the variance application for nonconforming height is indicated 

in bold. The applicants have provided a diagram of the site to accompany the variance application 

(included in Attachment B). 

 

(a) The property and existing improvements present unusual physical circumstances of the 

property (including but not limited to size, shape, topography, location and surroundings), so that 

strictly applying the terms of this chapter would keep the property from being used in the same manner 

as other conforming properties in the zone: GO 95 and the CPUC regulates the placement of 

microcellular antennas in relation to the separation between the various utility companies and 

their lines on wood poles. Due to the terrain in this area we are using 4ft antennas as it provides 

much better signal control compared to 2ft antennas. Looking at the pole, we need 6 feet of 

separation between the secondary power (29’-4”) and the top of the antenna. Also from the 
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bottom of the antenna to the future Crown Castle fiber (25’-6”) we need 2 feet of separation. In 

total, we need 12 feet of separation between the secondary power and the future crown castle 

fiber in order to place the antennas. On this pole, we only have 3’-10” of clearance. Therefore, 

we placed the antennas on top of the pole. Placing the antennas below the communication zone 

not only would decrease the coverage as it will be affected by surrounding foliage and the 

building structures, but it would also bring them closer to the pedestrians creating more 

concern and in these cases, fall outside what is permitable. The current design of placing the 

antennas at the top of the pole, allows Crown Castle to adhere to both the State utility 

regulations as well as achieving the purpose of increased cell/data coverage needed by its 

customer. 

 

(b) The project is compatible with the immediately surrounding neighborhood and the public 

welfare: Please see response above. 

 

(c) Accomplishing the improvement without a variance would cause unreasonable hardship in 

planning, design, or construction: Please see response above. 

 

Nonconforming Safety Hazards and Obstructions in the Right-of-Way – Both Projects 

 

The application seeks variances from the development standards regarding safety and obstructions in 

the right-of-way (section 17.46.070.A.5) for the two proposed sites discussed in this report, as 

follows: 

 Project #2, 505 Blair Avenue – equipment located within 18 inches of curb face, located within 

3 feet of a residential driveway, and with a pedestrian clearance height of 5 feet.  

 Project #5, 303 Hillside Avenue – equipment located within 5 feet of a residential driveway 

and with a pedestrian clearance height of 5 feet.   

 

To approve the safety hazards variances requested by these application for installations at sites near 

505 Blair Avenue and 303 Hillside Avenue, the Planning Commission must recommend, and the City 

Council must make, specific findings of fact to support all of the following conclusions for each of 

the applications. The applicants’ proposed findings for both variance applications for safety hazards 

and obstructions in the public right-of-way are indicated in bold. 

 

(a) The property and existing improvements present unusual physical circumstances of the 

property (including but not limited to size, shape, topography, location and surroundings), so that 

strictly applying the terms of this chapter would keep the property from being used in the same manner 

as other conforming properties in the zone: Meter will be relocated to 7’ above the sidewalk: 

Section 5.4.1 (PG&E Green Book) B. Pole-Mounted Communication Service and Meter 

Equipment Applicants must ensure that communication service and meter equipment installed 

on PG&E or joint poles is placed so the bottom of the enclosure is a minimum of 7 feet to a 

maximum of 8 feet from the finished grade. If it is not possible to meet the height requirements, 

install a meter pedestal. Ask your PG&E project coordinator for Numbered Document 027911, 

“Installation Details for Service to Pole-Mounted Communication Equipment,” for specific 

requirements. - In short, the only other option could be to add a meter pedestal to the sidewalk, 

which would be a great impact based on our review of the locations, and the City is asking we 

place all equipment below ground (see below for ‘meter vaulting’). Variance issue – Meter 

within 18” of sidewalk curb face - The meter is chosen by PG&E based on the loading 

requirement, and they are unable to utilize a “bulb” type, and we are unable to place the meter 

inside the vault. PG&E will not place inside the vault due to reliability issues with the grid 
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system, hazards to the public and unsafe worker conditions. Therefore, we are unable to place 

the meter in another location than where we have proposed it. In discussions with Planning 

Staff, we discussed reviewing relocating the new poles outside of the 18” zone, but the risk with 

this is impacting any ADA sidewalk requirements. 

 

(b) The project is compatible with the immediately surrounding neighborhood and the public 

welfare: Please see response above. 

 

(c) Accomplishing the improvement without a variance would cause unreasonable hardship in 

planning, design, or construction: Please see response above. 

 

PLANNING COMMISSION ACTION: 

 

Provided below are the findings that the Planning Commission can use in making its recommendation 

to the City Council. Staff recommends that the Commission take action on each of the proposed sites 

separately from the other sites. To take action on the requested variance applications, the City Council 

must consider the Planning Commission’s recommendation and make findings pursuant to Piedmont 

Municipal Code section 17.70.040. In addition, pursuant to Piedmont Municipal Code section 

17.46.080.D, the Piedmont City Council must make findings when taking action on a proposed 

wireless communication facilities permit application.  

In making its recommendation to the City Council, the Planning Commission should make specific 

findings of fact for each of the project sites to support all of the following conclusions for both of the 

project sites. In addition, should the Planning Commission be able to make findings recommending 

approval of one or more of the projects based upon possible modifications or changes to that project, 

then the Planning Commission may make findings conditioned upon new or modified conditions of 

approval. These possible new or modified conditions of approval may be voted upon by the Planning 

Commission as part of a motion to recommend approval.  

 

The Planning Commission is not required to make findings for denial if the Planning Commission 

moves to recommend approval of one or all of the proposed projects. Likewise, the Planning 

Commission is not required to make findings for approval if the Planning Commission moves to 

recommends denial of one or all of the proposed projects. A project must meet all of the required 

findings to be approved. 

 

1) Staff recommends that the Planning Commission make the following CEQA findings for the 

each of proposed wireless communication facilities for locations at Project #2 near 505 

Blair Avenue and Project #5 near 303 Hillside Avenue, individually: 
 

The Planning Commission recommends that the project at  (please state the address)  can be 

deemed categorically exempt from the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) 

pursuant to Section 15303 of the CEQA Guidelines, Construction or Conversion of Small 

Structures, subsection (d) Water main, sewage, electrical, gas, and other utility extensions, 

including street improvements, of reasonable length to serve such construction because the 

proposed wireless communication facilities are small utility structures located in a developed 

setting. 

 

2) Staff recommends that the Planning Commission make the following height variance findings 

for each of the proposed wireless communication facilities for Project #2 near 505 Blair 
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Avenue and Project #5 near 303 Hillside Avenue, individually: 

 

The Planning Commission recommends that findings to approve a variance for 

nonconforming height for the proposed wireless communication facility at  (please state the 

project address)  can (cannot) be made pursuant to Section 17.70.040 of the Piedmont City 

Code, in that: 

a. The property and existing improvements present (do not present) unusual physical 

circumstances of the property (including but not limited to size, shape, topography, 

location and surroundings), so that strictly applying the terms of this chapter would 

(would not) keep the property from being used in the same manner as other conforming 

properties in the zone because _____________. 

b. The project is (is not) compatible with the immediately surrounding neighborhood and 

the public welfare because __________________. 

c. Accomplishing the improvement without a variance would (would not) cause 

unreasonable hardship in planning, design, or construction because 

________________. 

 

3) Staff recommends that the Planning Commission make the following safety variance findings 

for each of the proposed wireless communication facility installations, individually 

(Project #2 near 505 Blair Avenue and Project #5 near 303 Hillside Avenue): 

 

The Planning Commission recommends that findings to approve a variance for safety hazards 

and nonconforming obstructions in the public right-of-way for the proposed wireless 

communication facility at  (please state the project address)  can (cannot) be made pursuant 

to Section 17.70.040 of the Piedmont City Code, in that: 

a. The property and existing improvements present (do not present) unusual physical 

circumstances of the property (including but not limited to size, shape, topography, 

location and surroundings), so that strictly applying the terms of this chapter would 

(would not) keep the property from being used in the same manner as other conforming 

properties in the zone because _____________. 

b. The project is (is not) compatible with the immediately surrounding neighborhood and 

the public welfare because __________________. 

c. Accomplishing the improvement without a variance would (would not) cause 

unreasonable hardship in planning, design, or construction because 

________________. 

 

4) Staff recommends that the Planning Commission make the following wireless communication 

facilities permit findings for each of the proposed project sites, individually, based on the 

specific conditions of each site and specific designs of each installation (Project #2 near 

505 Blair Avenue and Project #5 near 303 Hillside Avenue).  
 

The Planning Commission recommends that as conditioned, the proposed wireless 

communication facilities installation at  (please state the project address) will (will not) 

comply with Division 17.46 of the Piedmont Municipal Code in that: 

a. The proposed antenna and vault facilities are (are not) necessary to close a significant 

gap in the operator's service coverage or capacity because _______________. 
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b. The applicant has (has not) evaluated and met the priority for location standards of 

section 17.46.040.A because ___________________. 

c. The proposal satisfies (does not satisfy) each of the applicable development standards 

in section 17.46.070 because __________________. 

d. The proposed design is (is not) consistent with the Piedmont Design Guidelines 

because __________________________.   

e. The proposed facility has been (has not been) located and designed for collocation to 

the greatest extent reasonably feasible, and the applicant has (has not) submitted a 

statement of its willingness to allow other wireless service providers to collocate on 

the proposed facility because ______________________.  

f. Collocation in the future is (is not) feasible at the proposed installation because of 

physical or design issues and conditions specific to the site and design of the 

concealment of the equipment because _______________. 

 

Compliance with the Piedmont General Plan is a requirement of the Piedmont Design Guidelines. 

The Piedmont General Plan includes policies and actions intended to preserve the residential character 

of the community. The City of Piedmont General Plan includes goals and policies related to wireless 

communication facilities, public spaces, civic center, street trees, undergrounding of utilities, and 

public sidewalks. Piedmont Design Guidelines and General Plan goals, policies, programs, and 

actions are listed in detail in Exhibit E to this staff report.  

 

CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL FOR CONSIDERATION:  

 

Should the Commission wish to make the required findings to recommend approval of the variance 

applications and wireless communication facilities permit applications, then the Commission might 

consider recommending the following conditions of approval for each of the project applications:  

 

1. Contract engineer. Prior to issuance of an encroachment permit for proposed work in the 

public right-of-way, the applicant shall file a deposit of $15,000 for each installation site to 

be used by the City to cover the costs associated with contract engineer to monitor construction 

and excavation within the right-of-way. The applicants are responsible for the full cost of the 

contract engineer. 
 

2. Patch and repair. The applicant shall patch and repair City sidewalks and other 

improvements in the public right-of-way, such as curbs or walls, to match the color, texture, 

materials, and scoring pattern of the existing improvements, including custom integral 

concrete color in accordance with City of Piedmont standard plans and as directed by the 

Director of Public Works.  
 

3. Alternative vault design and location - utilities. Prior to issuance of an encroachment 

permit, applicants or contractor shall provide detailed utility plans with existing utilities 

locations and shall pot-hole for utilities as required by the Director of Public Works. If an 

approved location is found to be unsuitable due to conflicts with underground utilities then 

the applicant shall relocate the underground vault to a location in the parking lane of the street 

immediately adjacent to the approved location. Street-rated underground vault and 

construction shall be used for all street locations subject to review and approval of the City 

Engineer. If the street location is also unsuitable due to conflicts with tree roots, utilities, or 

other physical condition(s), then the project shall be subject to new application(s) and fees 
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and shall be scheduled for review by the Planning Commission and City Council. 
 

4. Contractor’s general liability insurance. To ensure that the contractor doing work in the 

City will be responsible for damages caused by the work to City property or to neighboring 

property, the applicants shall require all contractors performing work on the Project to 

maintain General Liability Insurance for protection from claims for damages because of 

bodily injury, including death, and claims for damages, other than to the contractor’s work 

itself, to property which may arise out of or result from the contractor’s operations. Such 

insurance shall be written for not less than $1,000,000 per occurrence. The insurance shall 

include an endorsement requiring 10 days prior notice to the City if the insurance is to be 

cancelled or changed, and the applicants shall immediately arrange for substitute insurance 

coverage. If the contractor’s insurance carrier states in writing that it is unable to provide the 

required endorsement, then the applicants shall be responsible for providing the City with the 

required notice if the insurance is to be cancelled or changed.  The applicants’ failure to 

provide such notice shall constitute grounds for revocation of the City’s wireless 

communication facilities permit.  If the applicants do not have a general contractor, the 

applicants shall maintain property insurance and coverage for contractors, which is 

substantially equivalent to the contractor's requirement of this section. 

 

5. Noise study and field testing of equipment noise. The applicant shall prepare an acoustical 

study for the specific equipment to be installed including manufacturers’ specifications and 

field tested noise levels prior to issuance of an encroachment permit for the approved scope 

of work. Prior to completion of the project, the applicant shall provide a copy of an acoustical 

report prepared in the field by an acoustical engineer which demonstrates that noise levels are 

50 dBA or less per occurrence or incident. If noise exceeds 50 dBA per occurrence or incident, 

then the applicant or contractor shall install measures to reduce the noise, such as additional 

insulation, mufflers, etc., as required by the Building Official.   

 

6. Radio frequency radiation testing. Prior to issuance of an encroachment permit, the 

applicant shall provide a revised radio frequency radiation exposure report which specifies the 

maximum radiation potential of the equipment, including full utilization of the equipment and 

cumulative radiation levels. Prior to completion of the project and the release of any bond or 

deposit, the applicant shall provide to the Planning Department the results of radio frequency 

and electromagnetic radiation testing conducted at each of the sites and prepared by a qualified 

electrical engineer. Should results of the testing reveal inconsistencies with the application 

and the provided radio frequency radiation exposure report, then the applicant shall alter the 

design of the antenna and communication equipment to bring the project’s radio frequency 

and electromagnetic radiation levels to those specified in the application and reports, with the 

altered design receiving verification of compliance through further field tests. Should the 

applicant or owner of the WCF equipment be unable to comply with this condition of 

approval, the facility must be disconnected from power until the applicant has obtained 

approval from the City Council for a new radio frequency and electromagnetic radiation level. 

The radio frequency and electromagnetic field radiation exposure report shall be peer 

reviewed at the expense of the applicant or owner of the WCF equipment. 

 

7. Future modifications. Future modifications of the approved installation that extend beyond 

the approved project site, increase excavation beyond the approved project site, or that remove 

or subvert the concealment design of the approved antennas and equipment, including the 

underground vaults and shielding of the antennas, shall constitute a new application and shall 
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require new application forms and fees. Applications that extend beyond the approved project 

site, increase excavation beyond the approved project site, or that remove or subvert the 

concealment design of the approved antennas and equipment shall not be eligible for Planning 

Director review under Rule 6409 processing. 

 

8. Construction Management Plan. The applicant or contractor shall develop a comprehensive 

Construction Management Plan.  The Construction Management Plan shall address noise, 

vibrations, traffic control, parking, debris removal, dust control, sanitary facilities, site safety 

security and other potential construction impacts, as well as other details involving the means 

and methods of completing the Project, including the construction route and the days and 

hours permitted for heavy excavation.  Outside construction involving high levels of noise, 

including excavation, hammering, and pile driving, shall be limited to Monday through 

Saturday, from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.  Construction personnel shall be instructed not to park 

in front of driveways to private residences. The plan shall specify the sequencing of pruning, 

demolition, and construction activities.  The City Building Official may require modifications 

and amendments to the Construction Management Plan throughout the course of the Project 

and until the Final Inspection.  
 

9. Construction Site Control of Stormwater. The California Regional Water Quality Control 

Board requires all projects that disturb the site to comply with Provision C.6 of the San 

Francisco Bay Regional Stormwater NPDES Permit in order to prevent construction site 

discharges of pollutants and other regulated materials during construction. Prior to the 

issuance of a building permit, the Applicant shall submit a construction stormwater 

management plan prepared by a licensed Civil Engineer to achieve timely and effective 

compliance with Provision C.6.  Permit Provision C.6.c.ii provides sources for site specific, 

and seasonally- and phase-appropriate, effective Best Management Practices (BMPs) that 

must be incorporated into the stormwater management plan. Copies of the Municipal Regional 

Stormwater Permit are available from the Piedmont Public Works Department and on-line at 

cleanwaterprogram.org. 
 

10. Continual Street Access for Emergency Vehicles. The Construction Management Plan shall 

specifically address methods of providing continual street access for emergency vehicles at 

all times, which shall be subject to review and approval by the Fire Chief. 
 

11. Haul routes. All equipment and vehicle haul routes shall be provided to the City for review 

and approval.  To the extent possible, haul routes shall attempt to minimize or eliminate use 

of minor residential roadways.  Street and pavement conditions shall be observed and 

documented by the City on all haul routes prior to commencement of construction.  Damage 

or observable and unusual wear and tear to haul routes on city roadways as specified by the 

City shall be repaired at the Property Owner’s expense after Final Inspection. 

 

12. Site Safety Security.  The City and the public have an interest in not having an unfinished 

project blighting the neighborhood, restricting access, and undermining property values.  

These public interests are primarily safety and aesthetics, and diminishment of property 

values.  Prior to the issuance of an encroachment permit for the approved project, Crown 

Castle NG West LLC shall provide to the City a specific cash deposit, letter of credit, bank 

guarantee, or other similar financial vehicle (“Site Safety Security”) in the amount of 

$100,000 for each site to ensure the Project site is not left in a dangerous or unfinished state, 

and if any funds are remaining, to complete repairs in the public right-of-way.  City shall 

release such security to Crown Castle NG West LLC at the time it complete the final 

inspection and certification of compliance with all conditions of approval. 
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a. The Site Safety Security shall be in an amount to include three components:   

i. safety, which means the cost to make the site and structure safe and 

accessible if construction should cease mid-way through the Project;  

ii. aesthetics, which means an amount to install and maintain hardscape 

paving and landscaping all around the Project; and  

iii. staff and consultant time to evaluate and implement this condition.    
 

b. If, as the Project proceeds, the expected cost of these components 

increases beyond the original estimate in the opinion of the Director of 

Public Works, the City may require Crown Castle NG West LLC to 

increase the amount of the Site Safety Security by the additional amount. 

Crown Castle NG West LLC shall provide City with written evidence of 

compliance within 15 working days after receiving written notice of the 

additional required amount. The City shall retain, at Crown Castle NG 

West LLC’s expense, an independent estimator to verify the total expected 

costs to complete the Project and any subsequent revisions. 
 

c. The form and amount of the Site Safety Security is subject to the approval 

of the Director of Public Works.  Payment to City under the Site Safety 

Security shall be made payable upon demand by the City and prior to the 

issuance of the Building Permit, conditioned solely on the Director of 

Public Works’ certification on information and belief that all or any 

specified part of such Performance Security is due to the City.   
 

d. The Site Safety Security shall not be released until the Project has an 

approved Final Inspection by the Building Official.  However, if sufficient 

work has been completed according to the benchmarks and construction 

values as established under the Construction Completion Schedule, the 

Site Safety Security may be reduced to the extent the Director of Public 

Works in his sole discretion determines is appropriate.    

 

13. City Facilities Security.  The applicant (“Crown Castle NG West LLC) shall provide a 

specific cash deposit, letter of credit, bank guarantee, or other similar financial vehicle (“City 

Facilities Security”) in the amount of $100,000 per site as established by the Director of Public 

Works. This financial vehicle serves as an initial sum to cover the cost of any potential damage 

to City property or facilities in any way caused by Crown Castle NG West LLC’s contractors 

or subcontractors, or any of their agents, employees or assigns, and related in any way to the 

Project.  The Crown Castle NG West LLC is responsible for the full cost of repair as 

determined by the City Engineer prior to final inspections. The form and terms of such City 

Facilities Security shall be determined by the Director of Public Works after consultation with 

the Property Owner. The Director may take into account any of the following factors:  the cost 

of construction; past experience and costs; the amount of excavation; the number of truck 

trips; the physical size of the proposed project; the logistics of construction; the geotechnical 

circumstances at the site; and City right-of-way and repaving costs. 
 

a. To provide clear baseline information to assist in determining whether 

damage to the City’s facilities has been caused by Crown Castle NG West 

LLC or others working for or on behalf of Crown Castle NG West LLC, 

the City will document such facilities (including, without limitation, 

streets and facilities along the approved construction route as specified in 

the Construction Management Plan, to establish the baseline condition of 
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the streets and facilities.  The City shall further re-document the streets as 

deemed appropriate after the Project commences until the Director of 

Public Works determines that further documentation is no longer 

warranted.  As part of the documentation, the City may water down the 

streets to better emphasize any cracks or damage in the surface. Crown 

Castle NG West LLC is responsible for the full cost of the documentation 

and repair work as determined by the City Engineer, and shall reimburse 

the City for those costs prior to the scheduling of final inspection. 

 

b. When the City Facilities Security is in a form other than cash deposit with 

the City, the proceeds from the City Facilities Security shall be made 

payable to the City upon demand, conditioned solely on the Director of 

Public Works’ certification on information and belief that all or any 

specified part of the proceeds are due to the City. 

 

14. Neighboring Property Damage Security. The Applicant shall provide adequate and 

appropriate Insurance or bonds, as approved by the Director of Public Works and City 

Attorney against damage to neighboring properties by any construction, excavation, and 

related work in any way involving the project, such insurance or bonds to be in the amount 

of $1,000,000.00 for each installation site and with any conditions established by the 

Director of Public Works after consultation with the Applicant (Crown Castle NG West 

LLC).  If the Director of Public Works determines that obtaining any particular insurance 

would be extremely difficult for Applicant due to its lack of availability even at an 

increased cost, the Director of Public Works may authorize an alternative method of 

providing equal protection to neighboring properties, including but not limited to partial 

coverage by Umbrella Insurance if that appears appropriate. Such insurance or any 

alternative method shall allow for claims to be made for up to one year after the final 

inspection of the Applicant’s project. Any and all such insurance or any alternative method 

shall specifically indicate that it covers damages to neighboring private properties, and if 

such insurance is meant to also cover other potential damages, such as personal injuries or 

damages to other than the above named properties, any such further coverage shall be in 

addition to the $1,000,000 earmarked for neighboring properties. 

 

15. Height Verification. Prior to completion of the project and release of any bonds or security 

deposits, the applicant shall provide the Building Official written verification by a licensed 

land surveyor stating that the height of the new utility pole and the bottom and top edges 

of the antennas match the indicated heights in the approved plans. If the heights exceed 

those approved by the City Council, then the applicant or contractor shall reduce the height 

of the utility pole(s) and antenna(s) until they comply.   

 

16. Underground vault design. Prior to issuance of an encroachment permit, the applicant or 

contractor shall provide plans and specifications for the underground vault and venting, 

including manufacturer’s specifications for cover, color, materials, dimensions, and 

revealat the sidewalk, for the review and approval of the Planning Director. 
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CITY COUNCIL ACTION REQUIRED: 
 

The City Council is the final deciding authority for the proposed wireless communication facilities 

permit applications, variance applications, and site agreement. The Planning Commission shall 

make a recommendation to the City Council regarding the proposed applications’ compliance with 

Municipal Code regulations and Design Guidelines, including General Plan goals, policies, 

programs, and actions. The City Council shall take the Planning Commission’s and Park 

Commission’s recommendations under consideration, pursuant to section 17.46.080 of the City of 

Piedmont Municipal Code. The City Council’s decision is final. 

 

 

 

 
Attachments: 
 

Attachment A Pages 25-29 Project Details Summary Chart 

Attachment B Pages 30-107 Project Applications and Reports, including Arborist Report and 

Radio Frequency Radiation Exposure Reports  

Attachment C Pages 108-109 Photographic Simulations 

Attachment D Pages 110-116 Hortscience Arborist Report and Peer Review 

Attachment E Pages 117-129 Design Guidelines, including General Plan Policies 

Attachment F Starts page 130 Public Comment  

1) received by June 1, 2017; and  

2) received by June 5, 2017 

Attachment G Separate, online Park Commission Staff Report June 7, 2017, can be found at: 
http://www.ci.piedmont.ca.us/publicworks/docs/crowncastle/2017-06-

07_park_report.pdf 

 

Attachment H Separate, hard 

copy and 

online 

Coverage Report filed by the applicants can be found at: 

http://www.ci.piedmont.ca.us/publicworks/docs/crowncastle/coverag

emap.pdf  

 

Attachment I Separate, hard 

copy and 

online 

Project Plans and Specifications can be found at: 

http://www.ci.piedmont.ca.us/publicworks/planning.shtml#CCDAS 
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Site 
Number 

Location/Zone Cross Street Type 
(E) 

Height/ 
Light 

(P)  
Height/  
Light  

Project Description Items for Consideration 

 
PHS01 

 
340-370 Highland 
Ave 
Zone B 

 
Highland Ave 

 
(E) light pole 

 
31 feet 8 
inches 
 
Light at 
31 feet 8 
inches 
 

 
35 feet 2 inches 
 
Light at 31 feet 
10 inches 
 

 
Proposed application would install extension and three antennas 
to an existing City street light in the same location with maximum 
height of 35 feet 2 inches. 
 

Applicants propose to install three Commscope antennas, model 
Andrew SBNHH-1D65A (56 inches tall and 12 inches wide). Each 
antenna has six ports and can receive 350 watts of input power 
per each port (total maximum input power of 2,100 watts, each 
antenna). 
 

Applicants propose an underground vault for equipment related to 
antennas. In the vault would be one remote radio (model RRUS-
12 B4) and one remote radio (model RRUS-12 B13). Both radios 
have maximum output power of 2 x 60W (subject to license 
handling). Each radio can provide service to one to eight wireless 
service carriers (subject to license handling). Proposed remote 
radios provide broad frequency capacity and include the following 
bandwidth ranges: 746 to 756 MHz downlink; 777 to 7787 MHz 
uplink; 2,110 to 2,155 MHz downlink; 1,710 to 1755 MHz uplink; 
B13 LTE; and B4 for WCDMA and LTE. Other vault equipment 
includes a sump pump, two exhaust fans, and a disconnect box. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
No variance for height greater than 35 feet because site is Zone B.  No variance 
required for setback to face-of-curb or power meter, which is 8 feet above ground level.  
No conflicts with driveways or sightlines as there would be no brackets and pole would 
conceal cabling inside.  
 

Potential view impact as proposed antennas would be located between residences at 
higher elevation and Piedmont Park. 
 

Following items may require additional study: 

 Hazard signs 

 Appearance of antenna or antennas with “tilt” 

 Noise of remote radio units, sump pumps, and exhaust fans 

 Noise of vault cover and surface of vault cover (Steel? Cement? Fiberglass?)  

 Scenic views 

 
PHS02 

 
505 Blair Ave 
Zone A 

 
Highland Ave 

 
(E) utility pole 
with new 7-
foot “bayonet” 
extension 

 
34 feet 
 
No light 

 
45 feet 8 inches 
 
No light 
 

 
Proposed applications would install three antennas on a 7-foot-tall 
bayonet extension with a maximum height of 45 feet 8 inches to 
an existing utility pole in the same location. 
 

Applicants propose to install three Commscope antennas, model 
Andrew SBNHH-1D65A (56 inches tall and 12 inches wide). Each 
antenna has six ports and can receive 350 watts of input power 
per each port (total maximum input power of 2,100 watts, each 
antenna). 
 

Applicants propose an underground vault for equipment related to 
antennas. In the vault would be one remote radio (model RRUS-
12B4) and one remote radio (model RRUS-12 B13). Both radios 
have maximum output power of 2 x 60W (subject to license 
handling). Each radio can provide service to one to eight wireless 
service carriers (subject to license handling). Proposed remote 
radios provide broad frequency capacity and include the following 
bandwidth ranges: 746 to 756 MHz downlink; 777 to 7787 MHz 
uplink; 2,110 to 2,155 MHz downlink; 1,710 to 1755 MHz uplink; 
B13 LTE; and B4 for WCDMA and LTE.  Other vault equipment 
includes a sump pump, two exhaust fans, and a disconnect box. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Site is narrow and constrained by sloping topography, narrow right-of-way, guy wire, and 
private fence. Neighboring property’s Mission Revival style home and porch. No tree 
issues.  
 

Potential view impact as proposed antennas would be between residences at higher 
elevation and Highland Avenue.  
 

Variance for height greater than 35 feet. Power meter is 5 feet above ground level which 
is a pedestrian hazard. Antenna is closer to curb than existing pole and does not provide 
18 inches of separation to front-of-curb. Pole is within 3 feet of driveway curb cut for 505 
Blair Ave. Sight line obstruction. Conditioned is worsened by stand-off brackets, risers, 
and power meter.  
 

Following items may require additional study: 

 Hazard signs 

 Appearance of antenna or antennas with “tilt” 

 Noise of remote radio units, sump pumps, and exhaust fans 

 Noise of vault cover 

 Surface of vault cover (e.g. Steel plate? Cement? Fiberglass?)  

 Appearance of stand-off brackets and risers/chases – plans seem to show that 
stand-off bracket/risers stop short of the antenna 

 Distance to the face-of-curb (11 inches from existing pole to f.o.c.) 

 Proximity of driveway and curb cut 

 Footings of private fence adjacent to excavation 

 Scenic views 
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Site 
Number 

Location/Zone Cross Street Type 
(E) 

Height/ 
Light 

(P)  
Height/  
Light  

Project Description Items for Consideration 

 
PHS03 

 
799 Magnolia Ave 
Zone B 

 
Bonita Ave 

 
(N) light pole 
to replace 
existing 

 
Light at 
31 feet 7 
inches 

 
34 feet and 8 
inches 
 
Light at 31 feet 
and 10 inches 
 

 
Proposed application would install two new antennas with 
maximum height of 34 feet 8 inches on a new street light to replace 
existing street light in the same location.  
 

Applicants propose to install two Commscope antennas, model 
Andrew SBNHH-1D65A (56 inches tall and 12 inches wide). Each 
antenna has six ports and can receive 350 watts of input power 
per each port (total maximum input power of 2,100 watts, each 
antenna). 
 

Applicants propose an underground vault for equipment related to 
antennas. In the vault would be one remote radio (model RRUS-
12B4) and one remote radio (model RRUS-12 B13). Both radios 
have maximum output power of 2 x 60W (subject to license 
handling). Each radio can provide service to one to eight wireless 
service carriers (subject to license handling). Proposed remote 
radios provide broad frequency capacity and include the following 
bandwidth ranges: 746 to 756 MHz downlink; 777 to 7787 MHz 
uplink; 2,110 to 2,155 MHz downlink; 1,710 to 1755 MHz uplink; 
B13 LTE; and B4 for WCDMA and LTE.  Other vault equipment 
includes a sump pump, two exhaust fans, and a disconnect box. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
No variance for height required. However a variance is required for power meter which 
is at 6 feet above ground level, which is a hazard for pedestrians. 
  

Site is adjacent to crosswalk and main entrance to Piedmont High School. Sidewalk is 
wide and provides a 2-foot-wide planter strip between the sidewalk and the curb. Area 
is adjacent to an old low retaining wall and low hedge in Dress Best For Less parking 
area.  
 

One 18-inch DBH Liquidambar tree is located within 15 feet of the excavation for the 
proposed underground vault. The project arborist recommends tree protection 
measures. The City contract arborist reviewed the project arborist report and conducted 
a site visit. The City contract arborist concluded that the tree’s health is good and that 
construction impacts related to the installation of the streetlight, excavation for the 
underground vault, and clearance pruning would be within the tolerances of the tree. The 
City contract arborist recommended tree protection measures in addition to those 
recommended by the project arborist.  
 

Following items may require additional study: 

 Hazard signs 

 Appearance of antenna or antennas with “tilt” 

 Noise of remote radio units, sump pumps, and exhaust fans 

 Noise of vault cover 

 Surface of vault cover (e.g. Steel? Cement? Fiberglass?)  

 Potential obstruction to pedestrian travel 
 

 
PHS04 

 
358 Hillside Ave 
Zone B 

 
Magnolia Ave 

 
(N) light pole 
to replace 
existing 

 
Light at 
23 feet 
and 11 
inches 

 
28 feet 8 inches 
 
Light at 17 feet 2 
Inches 
 

 
Proposed application would install two antennas with maximum 
height of 28 feet 8 inches on a new street light to replace existing 
street light in the same location.  
 

Applicants propose to install two Commscope antennas, model 
Andrew SBNHH-1D65A (56 inches tall and 12 inches wide). Each 
antenna has six ports and can receive 350 watts of input power 
per each port (total maximum input power of 2,100 watts, each 
antenna). 
 

Applicants propose an underground vault for equipment related to 
antennas. In the vault would be one remote radio (model RRUS-
12B4) and one remote radio (model RRUS-12 B13). Both radios 
have maximum output power of 2 x 60W (subject to license 
handling). Each radio can provide service to one to eight wireless 
service carriers (subject to license handling). Proposed remote 
radios provide broad frequency capacity and include the following 
bandwidth ranges: 746 to 756 MHz downlink; 777 to 7787 MHz 
uplink; 2,110 to 2,155 MHz downlink; 1,710 to 1755 MHz uplink; 
B13 LTE; and B4 for WCDMA and LTE. Other vault equipment 
includes a sump pump, two exhaust fans, and a disconnect box. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
No variance required for height or distance to face of curb. However, variance required 
for power meter at 6 feet above ground level which is a pedestrian hazard. 
 

Site is constricted by a step in the sidewalk and perimeter wall, which is owned by the 
City and which is covered in vegetation. Excavation for underground vault could 
undermine footing of wall. Sidewalk work may require re-engineering of entire 34-foot-
long segment of sidewalk (approximate) to correct stepped condition.  
 

There is a 7-inch DBH London Plane tree within 18 feet of the proposed underground 
vault. Project arborist recommended tree protection measures for work near the London 
Plane tree. City staff did not request independent review of the work because the 
proposed vault is 18 feet or more from the tree. Protection measures recommended by 
the City contract arborist may be applied to the site as a condition of approval. 
 

Following items may require additional study: 

 Hazard signs 

 Appearance of antenna or antennas with “tilt” 

 Noise of remote radio units, sump pumps, and exhaust fans 

 Noise of vault cover and surface of vault cover (Steel? Cement? Fiberglass?)  
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Site 
Number 

Location/Zone Cross Street Type 
(E) 

Height/ 
Light 

(P)  
Height/  
Light  

Project Description Items for Consideration 

 
PHS05 

 
303 Hillside Ave 
Zone A 

 
Oakland Ave 

 
(N) utility pole 
#11011865 to 
replace 
existing 

 
45 feet 
 
 
 
No street 
light 

 
52 feet 10 inches 
(55-foot Class III 
Pole – per 
lumber specs: 
12.5 inches dia., 
39 inch 
circumference – 
with 7 feet 6 
inches of pole 
beneath the 
ground)  
 
No street light  

 
Applications would install three antennas with maximum height of 
52 feet 10 inches on a new utility pole to replace an existing utility 
pole in the same location. 
 

Applicants propose to install three, 56-inch tall Commscope 
antennas model Andrew SBNHH-1D65A (56 inches tall and 12 
inches wide). Each antenna has six ports and can receive 350 
watts of input power per each port (total maximum input power of 
2,100 watts, each antenna). 
 

Applicants propose an underground vault for equipment related to 
antennas. In the vault would be one remote radio (model RRUS-
12B4) and one remote radio (model RRUS-12 B13). Both radios 
have maximum output power of 2 x 60W (subject to license 
handling). Each radio can provide service to one to eight wireless 
service carriers (subject to license handling). Proposed remote 
radios provide broad frequency capacity and include the following 
bandwidth ranges: 746 to 756 MHz downlink; 777 to 7787 MHz 
uplink; 2,110 to 2,155 MHz downlink; 1,710 to 1755 MHz uplink; 
B13 LTE; and B4 for WCDMA and LTE. Other vault equipment 
includes a sump pump, two exhaust fans, and a disconnect box. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Variance required for height greater than 35 feet. Utility pole is closer than 18 inches to 
front of curb. Variance required for power meter which is 5 feet above ground level and 
a pedestrian hazard. Utility pole within 6 feet of driveway curb cut and potential sightline 
obstruction to motorists. Utility pole is an existing condition but stand-off brackets, risers, 
sign, and power meter will worsen this condition. 
 

Large Tudor-style residence at 300 Hillside Avenue and potential significant view 
obstruction.  
 

Project arborist recommends protection measures to manage potential construction 
impacts and to protect the health of a 13-inch DBH Magnolia tree, two other small trees, 
and a low juniper hedge on the property at 303 Hillside Avenue. These trees and shrub 
are expected to tolerate the proposed construction. The trees are not Piedmont street 
trees. The City Arborist did not review potential impacts to the trees at 303 Hillside 
Avenue. 
 

Following items may require additional study: 

 Hazard signs 

 Appearance of antenna or antennas with “tilt” 

 Noise of remote radio units, sump pumps, and exhaust fans 

 Noise of vault cover and surface of vault cover (Steel? Cement? Fiberglass?)  

 Appearance of stand-off brackets and risers/chases  

 Proximity of driveway and curb cut 

 Scenic views 

 Internal consistency with plans 

 Footings for private wall adjacent to excavation  

 Lumber specifications for new utility pole (Class III) 
 

 
PHS06 

 
428 El Cerrito Ave 
Zone A 
 

 
Jerome Ave 

 
(N) utility pole 
#110118128 
to replace 
existing 

 
39 feet 7 
inches 
 
 
 
No street 
light 

 
49 feet 8 inches 
(50-foot class II 
utility pole and 7 
feet of pole is 
beneath the 
ground) 
 
No street light  
 

 
Application would install one antenna with a maximum height of 49 
feet 8 inches on a new utility pole to replace an existing utility pole 
in the same location.  
 

Applicants propose to install one Commscope antenna, model 
Andrew SBNHH-1D65A (56 inches tall and 12 inches wide). The 
antenna has six ports and can receive 350 watts of input power 
per each port (total maximum input power of 2,100 watts). 
 

Applicants propose an underground vault for equipment related to 
the antenna. In the vault would be one remote radio (model RRUS-
12B4) and one remote radio (model RRUS-12 B13). Both radios 
have maximum output power of 2 x 60W (subject to license 
handling). Each radio can provide service to one to eight wireless 
service carriers (subject to license handling). Proposed remote 
radios provide broad frequency capacity and include the following 
bandwidth ranges: 746 to 756 MHz downlink; 777 to 7787 MHz 
uplink; 2,110 to 2,155 MHz downlink; 1,710 to 1755 MHz uplink; 
B13 LTE; and B4 for WCDMA and LTE. Other vault equipment 
includes a sump pump, two exhaust fans, and a disconnect box. 
 
 
 
 

 
Site is very narrow and constrained. Sloping topography and fire hydrant. Private stucco 
and cement wall. Street trees are located on this block but no street trees are provided 
on Jerome Avenue as sidewalk turns at corner (unusual for Piedmont). Main pedestrian 
route to high school. Potential significant view impact. 
 

Variance required for height greater than 35 feet. Setback to front of curb is less than 18 
inches. Variance required for power meter which is 5 feet 5 inches above ground level 
which is a pedestrian hazard.  
 

Street trees on the El Cerrito side screen existing utilities, add privacy, and create shade 
on narrow street. Existing 9-inch DBH Tristaniopsis laurina (Water Gum) tree on El 
Cerrito would not tolerate proposed construction and would have to be removed per City 
Arborist. Project arborist recommends widening planter to offset construction impacts. 
Widened planter would remove 18 inches of part of the 5-foot 2-inch sidewalk, making 
remaining sidewalk 3 feet 8 inches, which is not ADA compliant (because it would be 
less than 4 feet wide). Alternative locations for tree and tree well are constrained by the 
driveway curb cut to 419 El Cerrito Avenue to the north west.  
 

Following items may require additional study: 

 Hazard signs 

 Appearance of antenna or antennas with “tilt” 

 Noise of remote radio units, sump pumps, and exhaust fans. 

 Noise of vault cover and surface of vault cover (Steel? Cement? Fiberglass?)  

 Appearance of stand-off brackets and risers/chases  

 Distance to the face-of-curb and proximity of driveway and curb cut 

 Scenic views 

 Footings for private wall adjacent to excavation  

 Lumber specifications for new utility pole (Class II) 

 LP-1, SP-1, and SP-2 mislabel street tree which is a Tristaniopsis laurina  
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Site 
Number 

Location/Zone Cross Street Type 
(E) 

Height/ 
Light 

(P)  
Height/  
Light  

Project Description Items for Consideration 

 
PHS07 

 
355 Jerome Ave 
Zone A 

 
Keefer Court 
and Hill Lane 

 
(N) utility pole 
#110110146 
to replace 
existing 

 
45 feet 
  
Light at 
21 feet 10 
Inches 

 
53 feet 2 inches 
tall. Pole is 47 
feet 6 inches tall. 
(55-foot pole, 
Class H3, and 7 
feet 6 inches of 
pole below 
ground level) 
(12.5 inches dia., 
39 inch circ.).  
 
Street light at 21 
feet 10 inches. 
 

 
Proposed application would install three antennas on a new utility 
pole to replace an existing utility pole in a new location 
approximately 2 feet to the northwest of the existing location. 
Existing utility pole would be removed.  
 

Applicants propose to install three Commscope antennas, model 
Andrew SBNHH-1D65A (56 inches tall and 12 inches wide). Each 
antenna has six ports and can receive 350 watts of input power 
per each port (total maximum input power of 2,100 watts, each 
antenna). 
 

Applicants propose an underground vault for equipment related to 
antennas. In the vault would be one remote radio (model RRUS-
12B4) and one remote radio (model RRUS-12 B13). Both radios 
have maximum output power of 2 x 60W (subject to license 
handling). Each radio can provide service to one to eight wireless 
service carriers (subject to license handling). Proposed remote 
radios provide broad frequency capacity and include the following 
bandwidth ranges: 746 to 756 MHz downlink; 777 to 7787 MHz 
uplink; 2,110 to 2,155 MHz downlink; 1,710 to 1755 MHz uplink; 
B13 LTE; and B4 for WCDMA and LTE. Other vault equipment 
includes a sump pump, two exhaust fans, and a disconnect box. 
 
 

 
Variance required for height greater than 35 feet. Variance required for antenna closer 
than 18 inches to face of curb. Photo simulation shows antenna extending over the 
street.  Power meter is 5 feet from ground level and a hazard to pedestrians. Potential 
significant view impact. 
 

Potential damage to 13-inch DBH London Plane tree, as well as a second London Plane 
tree 21 feet to the northwest of the existing utility pole. Both trees are Piedmont street 
trees and in good condition. Project arborist recommends removing existing pole by 
cutting at ground level and constructing new pole in a new location. Applicants show new 
location 2 feet to the northwest of existing location. Vault would be in a central location 
between the two trees. City contract arborist notes that the canopy of the 13-inch DBH 
London Plane would need to be pruned on the north to provide clearance for 
construction. City contract arborist concludes that installation of the new pole and vault 
at the new locations would be within the tolerances of both trees if careful construction 
methods were used. The City arborist report provides additional protection guidelines. 
 

Following items may require additional study: 

 Hazard signs 

 Appearance of antenna or antennas with “tilt” 

 Noise of remote radio units, sump pumps, and exhaust fans. 

 Noise of vault cover and surface of vault cover (Steel? Cement? Fiberglass?)  

 Appearance of stand-off brackets and risers/chases  

 Distance to the face-of-curb  

 Scenic views 

 Internal consistency with plans 

 Lumber specifications for new utility pole (Class H3) 
 

 
PHS08 

 
1159 Winsor Ave 
Zone A 

 
Park View 
Ave 

 
(N) utility pole 
#110113803 
to replace 
existing 

 
30 feet 1 
inch 
 
Light at  
25 feet 2 
Inches 

 
38 feet 6 inches 
(45-foot pole, no 
extension, and 6 
feet 6 inches of 
pole beneath 
ground level). 
Class III Pole 
(12.5 Inches dia.) 
with new power 
meter, risers, 
stand-off 
brackets, and 
sign 
 
Light at 25 feet 2 
inches.  

 
Proposed application would install two antennas with maximum 
height of 38 feet 6 inches on a new utility pole to replace an existing 
utility pole in a new locations approximately 2 feet 6 inches to the 
east of the existing location. Existing utility pole would be removed. 
 

Applicants propose to install two Commscope antennas model 
Andrew SBNHH-1D65A (56 inches tall and 12 inches wide). Each 
antenna has six ports and can receive 350 watts of input power 
per each port (total maximum input power of 2,100 watts, each 
antenna). 
 

Applicants propose an underground vault for equipment related 
to antennas. In the vault would be one remote radio (model 
RRUS-12B4) and one remote radio (model RRUS-12 B13). Both 
radios have maximum output power of 2 x 60W (subject to 
license handling). Each radio can provide service to one to eight 
wireless service carriers (subject to license handling). Proposed 
remote radios provide broad frequency capacity and include the 
following bandwidth ranges: 746 to 756 MHz downlink; 777 to 
7787 MHz uplink; 2,110 to 2,155 MHz downlink; 1,710 to 1755 
MHz uplink; B13 LTE; and B4 for WCDMA and LTE. Other vault 
equipment includes a sump pump, two exhaust fans, and a 
disconnect box. 

 
Narrow and constrained street with limited turnaround space. Access to school property. 
Photo sim shows antenna extending over the street on proposed 4-foot cross arm at top 
of pole. Proposed vault is very near City sewer and storm drain inlet. Existing anchor to 
be used for guy wires. Construction and pole “tip up” will require access onto School 
District property or there would be damage to magnolias and oaks for clearance pruning. 
 

Variance required to exceed 35 feet height. Variance required to construct antennas over 
the street (not the required 18 inches from antenna to face-of-curb) and power meter to 
be constructed at 5 feet 6 inches, pedestrian hazard.  
 

Potential damage to 26-inch DBH Canary Island Date Palm tree and 5-inch Horse 
Chestnut tree. Both trees are Piedmont street trees and in good condition. Project 
arborist recommends removing existing pole by cutting at ground level so as to not 
disturb roots near base of Palm tree and constructing new pole in a new location. 
Applicants show new location 2 feet 6 inches to the east of existing location. Vault would 
be in a central location between the two trees. City contract arborist notes that it is likely 
that “additional clearance pruning of trees on or adjacent to the street will occur.”  The 
City arborist report provides additional tree protection guidelines. 
 

Following items may require additional study: 

 Hazard signs 

 Appearance of antenna or antennas with “tilt” 

 Noise of remote radio units, sump pumps, and exhaust fans. 

 Noise of vault cover and surface of vault cover (Steel? Cement? Fiberglass?)  

 Appearance of stand-off brackets and risers/chases  

 Distance to the face-of-curb, access and construction 

 Scenic views 

 Internal consistency with plans 

 Lumber specifications for new utility pole (Class III)  
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Site 
Number 

Location/Zone Cross Street Type 
(E) 

Height/ 
Light 

(P)  
Height/  
Light  

Project Description Items for Consideration 

 
PHS09 

 
314 Wildwood at 
Piedmont Park 
Zone B 

 
Prospect Rd 

 
(N) new 
antennas and 
new street 
light 

 
None 

 
35 feet 1 inch 
 
Light at 
approximately 31 
feet 6 inches (not 
specified on 
plan) 

 
Proposed application would install two antennas with maximum 
height of 35 feet 1 inch on a new steel street light in the location of 
an existing school parking sign.  
 

Applicants propose to install two Commscope antennas, model 
Andrew SBNHH-1D65A (56 inches tall and 12 inches wide). Each 
antenna has six ports and can receive 350 watts of input power 
per each port (total maximum input power of 2,100 watts, each 
antenna). 
 

Applicants propose an underground vault for equipment related to 
antennas. In the vault would be one remote radio (model RRUS-
12B4) and one remote radio (model RRUS-12 B13). Both radios 
have maximum output power of 2 x 60W (subject to license 
handling). Each radio can provide service to one to eight wireless 
service carriers (subject to license handling). Proposed remote 
radios provide broad frequency capacity and include the following 
bandwidth ranges: 746 to 756 MHz downlink; 777 to 7787 MHz 
uplink; 2,110 to 2,155 MHz downlink; 1,710 to 1755 MHz uplink; 
B13 LTE; and B4 for WCDMA and LTE. Other vault equipment 
includes a sump pump, two exhaust fans, and a disconnect box. 
 

 
No variance for height greater than 35 feet because Zone B. No variance for distance to 
face of curb. Power meter at 8 feet above ground level. 
 

Vault would be located in 3-foot-wide parkway/planting strip which is currently paved. No 
potential conflicts with adjacent trees. 
 

Potential significant view impact as location is between residences with upper level 
balconies and Piedmont Park. 
 

Following items may require additional study: 

 Hazard signs 

 Appearance of antenna or antennas with “tilt” 

 Noise of remote radio units, sump pumps, and exhaust fans 

 Noise of vault cover and surface of vault cover (Steel? Cement? Fiberglass?)  

 Scenic views 

 Internal consistency with plans 
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VI. Applicant’s Variance Findings: 
 The following information is required from all projects that require a variance. 
 
In order for the Planning Commission to approve an application for a variance, required findings 
must be made. Please describe how the proposed project meets the variance criteria of Section 
17.70 of the City’s Municipal Code. 

a) The property and existing improvements present unusual physical circumstances of the 
property  (including but not limited to size, shape, topography, location and 
surroundings), so that strictly applying the terms of this chapter would keep the 
property from being used in the same manner as other conforming properties in the 
zone; Describe specific, unique problems with the property, such as location, surroundings, 
mature trees, natural obstacles or formations, and explain why the improvements cannot be 
made in conformity with codes and regulations:       
             
             
             
             
             
          

 

b) The project is compatible with the immediately surrounding neighborhood and the 
public welfare; and Explain why, without the variance, the property cannot be used in the 
same manner as others in the same zone, and explain how the variance will not give the 
property an advantage over others in the same zone.:       
             
             
             
             
             
              

 

c) Accomplishing the improvement without a variance would cause unreasonable 
hardship in planning, design, or construction.  Unreasonable hardship" for purposes of 
this subsection refers to the unusual physical characteristics of the underlying lot and 
existing improvements on the lot which prohibit development of the lot in a manner 
consistent with lots conforming to City standards. "Unreasonable hardship" shall not refer to 
any conditions personal to the applicant. Please describe the hardship(s) inherit to this 
property:             
             
             
             
             
             
              

Please see attached supplemental variance 
application material.

Please see attached supplemental variance 
application material.

Please see attached supplemental variance application material.
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3	Rovina	Lane	
Petaluma,	CA	94952	
	
T	415-559-2121	
F	415-358-5766	
jason@beacondev.net	

 
 
 
May 18, 2017 
 
Pierce Macdonald-Powell 
Senior Planner 
 
RE: Variance Application Information for Crown Castle DAS Expansion PHS02 @ 505 Blair Ave. 
 
Ms. Macdonald-Powell: 
 

• Variance Issue – Meter will be relocated to 7’ above the sidewalk:  
 
Section	5.4.1	(PG&E	Green	Book)	
		
B.	Pole-Mounted	Communication	Service	and	Meter	Equipment	Applicants	must	ensure	that	
communication	service	and	meter	equipment	installed	on	PG&E	or	joint	poles	is	placed	so	the	bottom	of	
the	enclosure	is	a	minimum	of	7	feet	to	a	maximum	of	8	feet	from	the	finished	grade.	If	it	is	not	possible	
to	meet	the	height	requirements,	install	a	meter	pedestal.	Ask	your	PG&E	project	coordinator	for	
Numbered	Document	027911,“Installation	Details	for	Service	to	Pole-Mounted	Communication	
Equipment,”	for	specific	requirements.		
	
		-	In	short,	the	only	other	option	could	be	to	add	a	meter	pedestal	to	the	sidewalk,	which	would	be	a	
great	impact	based	on	our	review	of	the	locations,	and	the	City	is	asking	we	place	all	equipment	below	
ground	(see	below	for	‘meter	vaulting’).		
		

• Variance issue – Meter within 18” of sidewalk curb face  
 
The meter is chosen by PG&E based on the loading requirement, and they are unable to utilize a “bulb” type, 
and we are unable to place the meter inside the vault. PG&E will not place inside the vault due to reliability 
issues with the grid system, hazards to the public and unsafe worker conditions. Therefore, we are unable to 
place the meter in another location than where we have proposed it.  
 
In discussions with Planning Staff, we discussed reviewing relocating the new poles outside of the 18” zone, 
but the risk with this is impacting any ADA sidewalk requirements.  
 
Regards, 
 
Jason Osborne 
 
Jason Osborne 
Beacon Development, LLC 
jason@beacondev.net 
(415) 559-2121 
(415) 358-5766 fax 
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June 1 2017 
 
Ms. Pierce Macdonald-Powell 
City of Piedmont 
120 Vista Avenue 
Piedmont CA  94611 
 
Subject: Tree assessment 
 Crown Castle Wireless Telecommunications 
 
 
Dear Ms. Macdonald-Powell: 
 
Crown Castle NG West LLC, a wireless telecommunications company, is planning to 
install nine (9) new telecommunications facilities at various sites in Piedmont.  Four (4) of 
the sites are in close proximity to City street trees.  Based on that preliminary 
assessment, the City of Piedmont requested that I review project plans and associated 
reports for the four sites, then meet with you in the field to discuss potential impacts to 
street trees.  We met on May 15 and examined the four sites.  This letter summarizes my 
observations and assessment. 
 
To assist in my assessment, you provided plans as well as reports prepared by Crown 
Castle’s arborist.   
 
Overview 
The proposed new antenna installations would either use existing city street lights or 
power poles, or install new ones.  An underground vault would be installed adjacent to 
each light and pole.  Excavation for the vault would be approximately 7 feet long by 5 feet 
wide by 4 feet deep.  In addition, however, each vault has two exhaust vents, located on 
either end of the 7 foot side.  Vents are separated from the vault by an undetermined 
distance.  Both vents and the conduit connecting them to the vault will require additional 
excavation.  Although the vaults are noted as being 6 feet by 4 feet, they are depicted on 
plan sheets as being a total of 10 feet by 6 feet.   
 
In some cases, a new pole will be installed.  This will replace an existing wood pole which 
would be removed. 
 
Potential impacts to City street trees are associated with 1) excavation for the vault and 
2) installation of a new light or pole.  Excavation for the vault may sever roots.  
Equipment working in close proximity to trees may damage trunks and require pruning of 
tree crowns to provide clearance.  New poles must be lifted from a horizontal to vertical 
position which may also damage tree trunks and require remedial pruning if branches are 
damaged. 
 
HortScience has over 25 years of experience assisting the City of Piedmont with 
maintenance of street trees and other City-owned trees.  The Community of Piedmont 
has a long history of investment in its street trees, which is evident today in its tree-lined 
streets and the symmetry, maturity, and consistency of its street trees.  This is a defining 
feature of the City and distinguishes it from neighboring cities. 
 
 
 

HORTICULTURE │ ARBORICULTURE │ URBAN FORESTRY 

HortScience, Inc. │ 325 Ray Street │ Pleasanton, CA  94566 
phone 925.484.0211 │ fax 925.484.5096 │ www.hortscience.com 
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1159 Winsor Avenue (CA-PHS08) 
At this site, a new underground vault and pole would be installed between two trees 
(Photo 1, following page).  One is a Canary Island date palm (Phoenix canariensis); the 
other is a red horsechestnut (Aesculus carnea).  Both are located in the 18-inch wide 
planting strip between curb and sidewalk.  The trees are approximately 21 feet apart. 
 
The Canary Island date palm is mature in development with approximately 22 feet of 
clear (brown) trunk and an overall height of 30 feet.  The base of the trunk has overgrown 
the adjacent pavement.  Numerous utility wires are adjacent to the crown including low 
voltage electrical conductors.  Overall tree condition is good. 
 

Photo 1.  Winsor Avenue.  Canary 
Island date palm is on the left.  Red 

horsechestnut on the right.  Red line is 
the approximate location of the new 

pole.  Note guy wire near the 
horsechestnut. 

 
The red horsechestnut is semi-mature in 
development with a trunk diameter of 5 inches.  
Overall condition is good.  The canopy is 
somewhat one-sided to the west due to 
competition with nearby oak trees. 
 
The existing utility pole is located approximately 
5 feet 6 inches from the palm.  The pole is 
supported by a guy wire that enters the ground, 
approximately 3 feet 6 inches from the 
horsechestnut. 
 
As proposed, the existing pole will be replaced 
by the new 45-foot-tall pole, midway between the 
trees.  The new pole will be installed in the 18-inch planting strip.  The new underground 
vault would be placed within the existing 5-foot sidewalk.  Excavation of the vault and 
associated vents is constrained by the presence of the existing pole, guy wire and two 
trees.  Construction of the proposed installation would require pruning on the west side of 
the canopy of the red horsechestnut to provide clearance for materials and equipment.   
 
Several aspects of installation are not clearly defined in the proposed plans.  The base of 
the existing wood pole would be left in place, but the sequence of removing the pole and 
guy wire, then excavating the new vault and its installation is unclear.  I don’t know if the 
new pole will require a guy wire.  It is likely that additional clearance pruning of trees on 
or adjacent to the street will occur.  It is also likely that roots greater than 2 inches in 
diameter will be encountered in the area of excavation near the horsechestnut.   
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In summary, impacts to the date palm and horsechestnut from the proposed project 
should be within the tolerance of both trees because the existing trees are in good 
condition and because the project design centers the new pole and vault mid-way 
between the trees.   
 
Potential impacts to nearby street trees include damage during construction in the right-
of-way related to the limited street width and limited access.  This part of Winsor Avenue 
is a shallow cul-de-sac, leading to a Piedmont Unified School District driveway.  The key 
to successful preservation will be obtaining access for construction from the School 
District to use the driveway during construction, as well as protecting tree trunks from 
damage by equipment (see Tree Protection Guidelines).  
 
799 Magnolia Avenue (CA-PHS03) 
At this site, the existing light pole will be replaced 
with a new pole.  The associated underground 
vault will be installed in the existing sidewalk 
behind the pole. 
 
An 18-inch-diameter mature sweetgum 
(Liquidambar styraciflua) is located 21 feet west of 
the existing pole (Photo 2).  Tree health is good 
while structural condition is fair.  As is typical of 
many sweetgums, several scaffold limbs arise at 
18 feet.  These lean and bow away from the 
central leader.  The tree has previously been root-
pruned on the curb side.   
 
Photo 2.  Looking across Magnolia Ave. at project 

site.   
 
The proposed street light would be located in the 
same location as the existing which is at the edge 
of the dripline of the sweetgum.  The proposed 
underground vault would be located within 15 feet of the sweetgum, within the dripline of 
the tree. 
 
Impacts from installation of the vault will include pruning the canopy to provide clearance 
and root severance to install the vault.  I expect impacts to be within the tolerance of the 
tree because the tree condition is good, the new vault would be 15 feet from the trunk of 
the sweetgum, and significant roots (greater than 2 inches in diameter) are not expected 
to be found in the area of excavation. 
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428 El Cerrito Avenue (CA-PHS06) 
The project area is on the west side of El 
Cerrito Avenue near the intersection with 
Jerome Avenue.  As proposed, the 
existing utility pole will be replaced.  The 
proposed new vault would extend from the 
pole to within 2 feet from the existing 
water gum (Tristaniopsis laurina) tree 
(Photo 3).   
 

Photo 3.  Looking west across El 
Cerrito.  The new pole will be 

replaced in the same location.   
 
 
The 9-inch-diameter water gum is located in a 12-inch by 12-inch pavement cutout.  The 
adjacent sidewalk panel is displaced.  The canopy is full and dense and the tree is 
mature and established.  The main trunk is sinuous in form, bowed to the south towards 
the existing pole.   
 
Impacts to the water gum tree would be severe.  Excavation for the proposed vault would 
damage major roots.  Installation of the vault would also require pruning a significant part 
of the canopy on the south side for construction clearance.  The result will be an 
asymmetric form with almost all of the foliage on the north side of the tree and a severely 
compromised root zone.   
 
In my view, the water gum tree would not survive the impacts from construction of the 
proposed design.  Furthermore, it cannot be replaced in its current location.  Moving the 
tree to the north even 2 feet would place it within 5 feet of a driveway, creating a possible 
sightline issue.  A new tree would have to be installed farther north (or elsewhere in the 
City) due to the proposed new vault and the limited space in the right-of-way.   See 
Estimate of Value, below, for information regarding the reproduction value of the tree, as 
well as its value in the streetscape along El Cerrito Avenue. 
 
355 Jerome Avenue (CA-PHS07) 
An existing power pole is located 5 
feet from a 13-inch diameter 
London plane (Platanus x 
hispanica) at this location (Photo 4).  
The new pole would replace this 
one and will be 7 feet from the tree.  
A second London plane (12-inch-
diameter) is located 21 feet to the 
north of the existing pole.   
 

Photo 4.  A 13-inch diameter 
London plane is located 5 feet 

south of the existing pole.  A 12-
inch diamter London plane is to the 

north (right side of photo).  Red line is approximate location of the new pole. 
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Both trees are located below existing energized conductors and have been pruned to 
provide clearance to them.  Overall condition is good for both trees, which are mature 
and well-established.  Both have multiple branches that arise at 10 feet to 12 feet. 
Proposed construction and excavation would occur within the driplines of both trees.  
 
The existing pole would be replaced by a new 60-foot pole, midway between the trees.  
Final height of the antenna will be just over 53 feet with 7 feet of the pole installed in the 
ground.  The proposed new pole and associated vault would be placed within the existing 
5-foot sidewalk.  As depicted on sheet LP-01, the vault plus fans would be 10 feet by 6 
feet.  Proposed construction would require clearance pruning of the canopy of the 13-inch 
diameter London plane.   
 
It is not clear in the plans how the proposed new pole is to be installed and whether doing 
so will require additional pruning for clearance.   
 
In summary, impacts to the two London planes should be within the tolerance of both 
trees because the condition of the trees is good and major roots (roots greater than 2 
inches in diameter) are not expected to be found in the area of excavation.  The keys to 
successful preservation are 1) protecting tree trunks from damage by equipment (see 
Tree Protection Guidelines) and 2) minimizing root severance. 
 
Estimate of Value 

The City of Piedmont requested that an estimate of tree value be established for each of 

the trees within the four project areas.  I employed the standard methods found in Guide 

for Plant Appraisal, 9th edition (published in 2000 by the International Society of 

Arboriculture, Savoy IL).  In addition, I referred to Species Classification and Group 

Assignment (2004), a publication of the Western Chapter of the International Society of 

Arboriculture.  These two documents outline the trunk formula method which estimates a 

depreciated reproduction cost. 

 

The value of landscape trees, such as street trees, is based upon four factors:  size, 

species, condition and location.  Size is measured as trunk diameter, normally 54 inches 

above grade.  The species factor considers the adaptability and appropriateness of the 

plant in the East Bay area.  The Species Classification and Group Assignment table 

lists recommended species ratings and evaluations.  Condition reflects the health and 

structural integrity of the individual tree.  The location factor considers the site, placement 

and contribution of the tree in its surrounding landscape.  All of the trees examined are 

City street trees, providing shade, privacy, aesthetic, and screening benefits to both the 

adjacent properties and the City. 
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Based on my assessment, the estimated values of the subject trees are as follows: 

        

    Location Species Trunk Estimated 

  
Diameter Reproduction 

    (in.) Cost 

    1159 Winsor Canary Island date palm 22' clear trunk $10,800 

1159 Winsor Red horsechestnut 5 $650 

799 Magnolia Sweetgum 18 $4,150 

El Cerrito Water gum 9 $1,400 

355 Jerome London plane 13 $2,100 

355 Jerome London plane 12 $1,800 

        

  
  

Total   $20,900 

    
 
Tree Protection Guidelines 

1. The demolition contractor shall meet with the City’s Landscape Superintendent 

before beginning work to discuss work procedures and tree protection. 

2. Fence trees to be retained prior to 

demolition, grubbing or grading.  

Fences may not be relocated or 

removed without permission of the 

City’s Landscape Superintendent.  

Fencing shall be installed at the 

edge of the existing planting space 

or 2 feet back from the edge of 

excavation, whichever is larger. 

The TREE PROTECTION ZONE shall be 

defined by the limit of protective 

fencing (Photo at right). 

For the Canary Island date palm, 

stack and secure hay bales around 

the trunk to a height of 8 feet as an 

alternative to fencing. 

3. Damage to tree(s) or unauthorized 

removal is subject to replacement or 

fine equal to the estimated value of 

the tree.  

4. No materials, equipment, vehicles, spoil, waste or wash-out water may be 

deposited, stored, or parked within the TREE PROTECTION ZONE. 
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5. Demolition of existing improvement such as pavement shall use appropriate size 

equipment to perform the task and protect the tree from damage.  Equipment 
shall be sited outside the TREE PROTECTION ZONE.  Pull spoil and debris away 
from the trees.  If necessary, tie back branches and wrap trunks with protective 
materials to protect from injury as directed by the City’s Landscape 
Superintendent.  

6. Excavation shall not tear or rip tree roots 2 inches or greater in diameter.  As the 
operator encounters tree roots, excavation should stop while the root is exposed 
by hand and cut cleanly at the edge of excavation.  

7. Demolition personnel shall not prune trees to provide clearance.  If pruning is 

needed, a qualified arborist shall perform the task at the direction of the City’s 

Landscape Superintendent.  All pruning shall be completed by a Certified 

Arborist or Tree Worker and adhere to the latest editions of the ANSI Z133 and 

A300 Standards. 

 
Summary 
I evaluated the possible impact to City street trees of installing proposed new wireless 
telecommunications facilities at four sites in Piedmont.  Each site would have an 
underground vault and above-grade pole installed.  Impacts will primarily involve root 
severance and crown pruning.  Impacts to trees vary with the proximity of the proposed 
improvements (vaults, proposed poles and lights, etc.) to the tree roots and canopies.  In 
the case of the water gum on El Cerrito, proposed construction and excavation impacts 
would be beyond the tolerance of the tree.  
 
Impacts to trees at the remaining three sites should be within their tolerance, providing 
that the recommended Tree Protection Guidelines are followed.  It is possible that trees 
may be injured due to unanticipated impacts from construction. 
 
It is not clear in the proposed project plans how the new poles, which are taller than 
existing, will be installed or what impacts, such as clearance pruning, could be 
anticipated to City street trees from construction materials and equipment. 
 
 
 
Sincerely, 

 
 
 
 

James R. Clark, Ph.D. 
Vice President 
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GENERAL PLAN 

 

Applicable General Plan Goals, Policies, Programs, and Actions 

 

Land Use Element Goal 1: Residential Character - Maintain the character of Piedmont as a 

residential community 

 LU Policy 1.2: Neighborhood Conservation - Sustain the balance between 

homes, private yards, and public space that defines Piedmont’s residential 

neighborhoods. The essential form of the city’s residential areas—including 

the scale and appearance of its homes, the mature vegetation, the views and 

vistas, the appearance of streets and public places, and the street layout—

should be maintained for the long-term future. 

Land Use Element Goal 3: Public, Institutional, and Open Space Lands - Manage public 

and institutional land in a way that meets the educational, civic, and recreational needs of 

Piedmont residents, while preserving the city’s open spaces and natural resources. 

 LU Policy 3.1: Civic Facilities: Provide attractive and safe civic facilities that 

foster and enrich public life. The City will promote the use of schools and 

other community facilities as gathering places that deliver a variety of services 

to Piedmont residents. 

 LU Policy 3.2: Retain a sufficient supply of public land to support all essential 

local government activities, including schools, parks, municipal maintenance 

facilities, utilities, cultural facilities, police and fire stations, and 

administrative offices. In the event public land becomes available for another 

purpose, first priority shall be placed on uses that benefit Piedmont residents. 

 LU Policy 3.4: Planning and Public Facilities - Fully consider the potential 

impacts of local planning decisions on City and School District properties and 

facilities. 

 LU Policy 3.3: Joint Use of School District and City Facilities: Achieve full 

utilization of existing and future school facilities and public buildings to the 

mutual benefit of the City of Piedmont and the Piedmont Unified School 

District. 

Land Use Element Goal 4: Special Sites - Maximize potential benefits to Piedmont residents 

on key opportunity sites. 
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 LU Policy 4.1: Civic Center - Encourage land uses, activities, design changes, 

circulation changes, and capital improvements which transform the Piedmont 

Civic Center into a more cohesive pedestrian-oriented gathering place. The 

intent of this policy is not to commercialize or expand the Civic Center, but 

rather to enhance existing uses and create new places for social interaction. 

Transportation Element Goal 7: Mobility and Choice - Provide a balanced transportation 

system that maximizes mobility and choice for all Piedmont residents. The background 

discussion for this element includes, “Piedmont considers roads with a curb-to-curb width of 

greater than 35’ to be “adequate”, those with a curb-to-curb width of 20’ to 35’ to be 

“marginally adequate” and those with a curb-to-curb width of less than 20’ were 

“inadequate.”” 

 TE Policy 7.2: Balancing Investments - Consider opportunities to improve 

provisions for pedestrians, bicycles, transit, and alternative fuel vehicles 

whenever improvements to roads are made. Streets should be regarded not 

only as circulation routes, but as public spaces that define the character of the 

city. 

 TE Policy 7.5: Public Facility Access - Consider pedestrian access, bicycle 

access, and public transit access when making investment decisions about 

future parks, schools, and other public facilities. Also, ensure that new public 

facilities and commercial uses are designed to include features that encourage 

walking, bicycling, and transit. 

Transportation Element Goal 8: Traffic Flow - Maintain a road network that allows 

convenient, safe travel in and around Piedmont while minimizing negative impacts on adjacent 

uses. 

 TE Policy 8.2: Development-Related Improvements - When new development 

is proposed, require the improvements necessary to ensure that satisfactory 

operating conditions are maintained on adjacent roads. However, widening 

roads to increase their capacity is generally discouraged. 

 TE Policy 8.6: Street Maintenance - Maintain city streets and pavement to 

ensure safe, efficient, operations. 

 TE Policy 8.7: Minimizing Road Impacts - Minimize the impact of road 

improvement projects on the natural and built environment. 

Transportation Element Goal 10: Walking and Bicycling - Encourage walking and bicycling as 

viable modes of transportation for traveling within Piedmont. 

 TE Policy 10.1: Sidewalks - Maintain a system of well maintained and 

connected sidewalks to accommodate safe pedestrian travel in and around 

Piedmont. 
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 TE Action 10.F: Pedestrian Crossing Improvements - Improve crossings for 

pedestrians and bicyclists at key intersections through pavement changes, 

restriping, curb redesign, street trees and landscaping, and other measures 

which improve pedestrian mobility and increase driver awareness of 

pedestrians and bicycles. This should include continued compliance with the 

Americans with Disabilities Act. 

Transportation Element Goal 12: Safe Streets - Ensure the safety of pedestrians, bicyclists, 

and motorists on Piedmont streets. 

 TE Policy 12.2: Maintaining Sight Lines - Maintain visibility and clear sight 

lines at intersections and driveways. Trim vegetation and remove other 

obstructions as needed to ensure roadway safety. 

 TE Policy 12.3: Emergency Vehicle Access - Provide adequate access for 

emergency vehicles on Piedmont streets. 

 TE Policy 12.4: Traffic Calming - Support a variety of traffic management 

techniques to slow or calm traffic on Piedmont streets, including signage, 

turning restrictions, lane restriping, median islands, raised dots, traffic signals, 

and strict enforcement of traffic laws. Emphasize visual deterrents to speeding 

(such as street trees, signs, and lane striping) rather than physical obstacles 

such as speed bumps/humps or road closures. 

Natural Resources and Sustainability Goal 14: Urban Forest - Conserve and expand Piedmont’s 

tree canopy to create visual beauty, provide shade, prevent erosion and absorb runoff, reduce noise 

and air pollution, and provide habitat for birds and other wildlife. The background discussion for 

this element includes, “Piedmont’s urban habitat consists of a mosaic of lawns, gardens, backyards, 

street trees, and parks. This “urban forest” provides nesting areas for birds, moderates 

temperatures, enhances property values, stabilizes slopes, reduces noise, absorbs air pollutants, and 

is a source of inspiration and beauty. Urban habitat in the city supports many of the species found 

in woodland and grassland areas.” It also includes, “Piedmont maintains over 7,000 trees on 85 

streets and has a regular program to plant, trim, and replace these trees. Spraying, cutting, pruning 

or trimming trees may only be done by the City’s Public Works Department. Many streets are 

planted on both sides, with trees extending the full length of the block. Seventeen varieties are 

predominant: acacia, birch, camphor, carob, cherry, chestnut, elm, gingko, hawthorne, linden, 

liquidambar, magnolia, mulberry, pepper, plum, poplar, and sycamore. The sycamores outnumber 

the other trees by far, and are the predominant tree on 35 of the city’s streets.” 

 NR&S Policy 14.1: Street Tree Maintenance - Maintain the city’s street trees 

and recognize their essential contribution to the character and environmental 

health of Piedmont. The City should continue to perform pruning and tree care 

on a regular basis to ensure the long-term health of trees and to address 

conflicts with views, utilities, and public safety. 
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 NR&S Policy 14.2: Tree Removal and Replacement - Where appropriate and 

feasible, require replacement trees when trees on public property are removed. 

When non-native trees such as eucalyptus and acacia are removed, they should 

be replaced with native species or other species that are more appropriate to 

Piedmont’s vegetation management and infrastructure maintenance goals. 

Environmental Hazards Element Goal 18: Geologic Hazards - Minimize the loss of life, 

personal injury, and property damage resulting from earthquakes, landslides, unstable soils, and 

other geologic hazards. The background discussion for this element includes, “For its part, the 

City of Piedmont is exploring undergrounding of electric lines, in part to reduce hazards and 

outages from falling utility lines and power poles.” 

 EH Policy 18.3: Infrastructure Reliability - Maintain road and infrastructure 

design standards which address geologic conditions in Piedmont, including the 

potential for earthquakes and landslides. Infrastructure should be retrofitted 

where necessary to improve reliability during and after an earthquake. 

Environmental Hazards Element Goal 22: Noise - Maintain the peace and quiet of Piedmont 

neighborhoods. The background discussion to this element includes, “Noise from air 

conditioning units, pool and spa filter systems, exhaust systems, air compressors, wireless 

equipment cabinets, pumps, and other mechanical equipment also may be an issue. Such noise 

sources are regulated by the Piedmont Municipal Code and the Building Code. 

 EH Policy 22.2: Noise Reduction Measures - Require new development with 

the potential to create long-term increases in noise volumes to mitigate 

potential impacts. Noise reduction techniques, such as sound muffling devices, 

building orientation, buffers, landscaping, and acoustical barriers, should be 

used as appropriate. 

 EH Action 22.D: Enforcement of Noise Regulations - Enforce rules and 

regulations pertaining to noise, including the California Motor Vehicle Code 

and Chapter 12 of the Piedmont Municipal Code. Continue to implement the 

Title 24 noise standard of 45 dBA Ldn in all habitable rooms. 

Parks, Recreation, and Open Space Element Goal 23: Park Planning and Management - 

Provide attractive, high-quality parks that accommodate a wide range of recreational needs. The 

background discussion to this element includes, “The City has a seven-member Park 

Commission that advises the City Council on the maintenance and improvement of city parks 

(and on planting, removal, and maintenance of street trees).” It also includes, “Because local 

revenues are finite, spending on parks must be balanced with spending on police and fire 

services, water and sewer projects, utility undergrounding, transportation investments, and 

other civic priorities.” 

 PR&OS Policy 23.8: Landscaped Medians, Traffic Islands, and Parking Strips 

- Recognize the importance of landscaped medians and roadsides, traffic 

“islands”, parking strips, and other planted public open spaces to Piedmont’s 

character and beauty. Encourage and support the planting and care of such 
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areas by community groups and volunteers. See also Design and Preservation 

Element policies on parking strips and the “public realm.” 

 PR&OS Policy 23.10: Pedestrian and Bicycle Access to Parks - Encourage 

pedestrian and bicycle access to the city’s parks by providing sidewalks, 

crosswalks, bike racks and other facilities that encourage safe non-motorized 

travel to and from the parks. Ensure that paths and walkways within city parks 

are safe and well maintained. See also policies in the Transportation Element 

about the improvement of Piedmont’s bicycle and pedestrian facilities for 

practical travel and recreation. 

Design and Preservation Goal 27: City Identity and Aesthetics - Ensure that streets, parks, 

civic buildings, and other aspects of the “public realm” contribute to Piedmont’s overall 

identity, beauty and visual quality. The background discussion for this item includes, “A 

majority of Piedmont’s electric and telecommunication lines consist of overhead wires 

supported by wooden poles. There is a general—though not universal—consensus that the lines 

are unsightly and should be underground. Undergrounding could provide other benefits, 

including safety, view enhancement, increased service reliability, and the removal of potential 

obstructions for emergency vehicles after an earthquake or severe storm.” In addition, the 

background discussion includes “In Piedmont, most street lighting consists of cobra-head 

fixtures attached to wooden utility poles. Where utilities are underground, a variety of lighting 

standards are used. In some locations, decorative or vintage lighting fixtures contribute to 

neighborhood ambiance.” 

 D&P Policy 27.1: Streets as Public Space - Recognize that streets are 

important public spaces as well as transportation routes. Sidewalks, street 

trees, landscaping, and other amenities should be provided and maintained to 

keep these spaces attractive. 

 D&P Policy 27.2: Sidewalks and Planting Strips - Manage sidewalk space and 

planting strips along Piedmont streets to promote pedestrian safety and 

comfort, enhance visual character, and reduce the impact of vehicle traffic on 

adjacent yards. 

 D&P Policy 27.3: View Preservation - Recognize and protect significant 

views in the city, particularly Piedmont’s characteristic views of the San 

Francisco and Oakland skylines, Lake Merritt and San Francisco Bay, the Bay 

and Golden Gate Bridges, and surrounding hills, canyons, and geological 

features. Discourage the obstruction of such views by upper level additions, 

tall structures, and devices such as communication towers. Similarly, tree 

planting should avoid species or locations that will lead to the obstruction of 

desirable views. 

 D&P Policy 27.5: Beautification Efforts - Support local beautification and 

median planting efforts by neighborhood and community groups. 
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 D&P Policy 27.7: Street Lighting - Provide street lighting that improves 

public safety and assists travelers while also enhancing neighborhood 

character. Street lights should complement the city’s architecture, avoid light 

and glare conflicts, and be consistent with the energy conservation goals laid 

out elsewhere in the General Plan. 

 D&P Policy 27.8: Utility Undergrounding - Support neighborhood efforts to 

underground utilities throughout Piedmont, with due consideration given to the level 

of community support and the financial impacts on the City and its residents. 

Underground utilities shall be required for any new subdivision. (On March 1, 2010, 

the City Council, adopted by resolution, a “moratorium on all new underground 

assessment districts in the City of Piedmont.” The moratorium is no longer in effect. 

The City’s risk management procedures have been created and implemented since 

the events that required enactment of the moratorium. ) 

 D&P Policy 27.9: Signs - Require quality, balance, consistency, and high quality 

materials in the design of signs, including commercial business signs, municipal 

signs, street signs, and traffic signs. Signs should be compatible with buildings and 

streetscapes, and should be minimally obtrusive to surrounding uses. 

 D&P Policy 27.10: Design Continuity - Apply consistent standards for 

pavement, signage, street furniture (benches, planters, trash receptacles, bus 

shelters, etc.), and other elements of public space to help unify the city and 

strengthen Piedmont’s identity 

 D&P Action 27.B: Rooftop Structures - Encourage residents to remove 

obsolete rooftop features such as antennae and satellite dishes that are no 

longer in use. At the same time, regulations and guidelines for rooftop 

structures should be reviewed to ensure that “green” features such as 

photovoltaic panels are not precluded or discouraged. 

 D&P Action 27.E: Changes to City Undergrounding Policies - Continue the 

public dialogue on alternative solutions to utility undergrounding and 

prioritization of Rule 20A funds. Modifications to current City practices and 

procedures for the use of Rule 20 undergrounding funds should continue to be 

studied. Any changes to current City policy should be vetted with the 

community through an open and transparent process. 

 D&P Action 27.F: Street Lighting Standards - Study street-lighting standards 

in Piedmont to ensure that they result in an appropriate level of lighting. 

Street lights should avoid excessive light pollution and energy consumption, 

while ensuring public safety and safe road conditions. 

Design and Preservation Element Goal 28: Residential Architecture - Integrate new 

residential construction, additions, and alterations in a way that is physically compatible with 

existing structures, their immediate surroundings, and the community as a whole. The 

background discussion for this element includes, “Piedmont’s character is also shaped by its 
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landscapes, its views and vistas, its parks, and its streets and public spaces. Protecting and 

enhancing this “public realm” is a top civic priority. General Plan policies on the aesthetics of 

public space can help guide long-term decisions on issues such as undergrounding of overhead 

utility lines, landscaping of public spaces, public art, and view protection… Historic 

preservation is another important aspect of community design. Older buildings and sites 

provide a tangible link to history and can expand our understanding of the places we live. The 

styles, materials, and tastes of past inhabitants place our own lives in context. Preservation 

provides a tool for strengthening a city’s sense of identity. There are also practical benefits to 

preservation, including economic value, environmental sustainability, and aesthetics. …” In 

addition, the background discussion includes, “Most of the preservation activity in Piedmont 

occurs through the design review program. Although Piedmont does not have designated 

historic districts, the entire city is effectively treated as a neighborhood conservation district 

through the application of design guidelines that reflect prevailing architectural styles and 

context. These guidelines are reinforced by zoning standards that maintain single family uses, 

limit excessive height and bulk, and discourage replacement of older homes with substantially 

larger homes.” 

 D&P Policy 28.1: Scale, Height, and Bulk Compatibility - Strengthen the 

defining qualities of Piedmont neighborhoods by relating the scale of new 

construction, additions, and alterations to existing homes and neighborhood 

context. Overpowering contrasts in scale and height on adjacent lots should be 

avoided. 

 D&P Policy 28.2: Style Compatibility - On blocks where one architectural 

style or design theme is predominant, require new construction and alterations 

that respect and are compatible with the prevailing style. On blocks where no 

particular style is predominant, new construction and alterations should be 

compatible with the style of homes nearby. This applies not only to the house 

as a whole but to building elements such as foundations, porches, exterior 

stairs, doors, exterior materials, ornamentation, roofs, and doors. 

 D&P Policy 28.6: Exterior Materials - Encourage the use of exterior materials 

that are appropriate to the property, neighborhood and natural setting. 

 D&P Policy 28.7: Hillside Home Design - On steep hillside sites, take 

advantage of topography and views and encourage designs that reduce 

effective visual bulk. New hillside homes should follow the contour of the 

slope, with buildings broken into several horizontal and vertical elements 

rather than large building planes. 

 D&P Policy 28.8: Acoustical and Visual Privacy - Encourage the siting of 

windows, vents, exhaust ports, skylights, and other appurtenances in a way 

that respects the acoustical and visual privacy of adjacent residences and 

yards. 
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 D&P Policy 28.11: Design Review - Implement General Plan residential 

design policies through zoning and design review. Design guidelines, 

requirements, policies, and procedures should be stated clearly and applied 

consistently. 

 D&P Policy 28.12: Creativity and Innovation - To the extent possible, avoid 

the imposition of artificial or excessive limitations in the interpretation of the 

city’s design guidelines. The policies laid out herein should be carried out 

without eliminating the possibility for architectural creativity and innovative 

design. 

Design and Preservation Element Goal 29: Yards and Landscapes - Encourage well-

maintained residential yards that enhance the park-like image of the city. 

 D&P Policy 29.2: Landscape Design - Use landscaping to soften the 

appearance of buildings, frame desirable views, screen undesirable views, 

buffer potentially incompatible uses, and maintain an attractive streetscape. 

Landscape design should fit the surrounding context and complement the 

city’s natural landscape. 

 D&P Policy 29.3: Front Yard Enclosures - Regulate front yard fences, walls, 

and equipment enclosures so that the open quality of Piedmont’s streetscape is 

maintained. Enclosure of front yards should be discouraged except in rare 

instances due to traffic, topography, lack of alternative outdoor living space, 

or other unique site circumstances. 

 D&P Policy 29.8: Exterior Lighting - Discourage excessive or overly bright 

exterior lighting and lighting which could interfere with motorist safety. 

Exterior yard lighting should be designed to avoid spillover on to adjacent 

properties. 

 D&P Policy 29.9: Sight Obstructions - Avoid landscape designs that create 

safety hazards, impair driver visibility, or create the potential for conflicts 

between pedestrians and motorists, especially on driveways and at 

intersections. 

Design and Preservation Goal 31: Historic Preservation - Identify, preserve, and maintain 

Piedmont’s cultural and historic resources and recognize these resources as an essential part of 

the city’s character and heritage. 

 D&P Policy 31.1: Comprehensive Approach to Preservation - Take a 

comprehensive approach to historic preservation in Piedmont, considering 

cultural history as well as architectural history, neighborhoods as well as 

individual buildings, the natural landscape as well as the built environment, 

and archaeological resources as well as living history. 
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 D&P Policy 31.2: Preserving Historic Resources - Ensure that planning and 

building decisions, including zoning and design review approvals, are 

sensitive to historic resources and promote the conservation of Piedmont’s 

historic neighborhoods. The demolition of historically important structures 

shall be strongly discouraged. 

 D&P Policy 31.3: Context-Sensitive Design - Ensure that the repair, 

maintenance, and expansion of Piedmont’s historically important structures 

uses appropriate materials and architectural details and respects historic 

context. 

 D&P Policy 31.6: Historic Landscapes - Preserve important historic landscape 

features, including parks, landscaped traffic islands, and neighborhood entry 

pillars dating back to Piedmont’s early subdivisions. Ensure that new public 

works such as street lights, street furniture, and sidewalks are compatible with 

the historic context of Piedmont’s neighborhoods. 

Community Services and Facilities Element Goal 33: Municipal Facilities and 

Governance - Provide and maintain high-quality community facilities that allow 

the efficient delivery of City services. The background discussion for this element includes, 

“Keeping Pace With Technology - Over the last 30 years, Piedmont has accommodated new 

types of infrastructure as communication and information technology has evolved. Today, 

internet and mobile telephone use are integral to the lives of most Piedmont residents. These 

services require fiber optic cables, wireless communication antennae, pole-mounted equipment 

boxes, and other facilities. Wireless communication facilities are permitted on publicly-owned 

property in Zone B (the Public Facilities zone). The City Council has adopted development 

standards for such facilities that seek to minimize their visual impact, encourage co-location, 

avoid the proliferation of antennae and towers, and ensure proper screening. The Municipal 

Code includes provisions to site wireless facilities in other zones in the event there are no 

feasible sites in Zone B. In such cases, Zone D (the Commercial zone) is preferred and the 

same design standards apply.” In addition the background discussion includes, “Electric lines 

have been placed underground in several Piedmont neighborhoods. The procedure for 

undergrounding is covered in the Design and Preservation Element.” 

 CS&F Policy 33.1: Municipal Real Estate - Ensure that the City of Piedmont 

owns and retains a sufficient amount of land to meet the long-term operational 

needs of municipal government. 

 CS&F Policy 33.2: Co-location - When constructing any new public facility or 

remodeling an existing facility, explore opportunities to co-locate multiple 

community services in that facility, provided the uses are functionally 

compatible. Given Piedmont’s small size and limited capital budget, this may 

increase the feasibility of particular types of facilities, such as a teen center or 

senior center. 
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 CS&F Policy 33.4: Operation and Maintenance of City Facilities - To the 

greatest extent feasible, ensure that adequate funds are provided in the annual 

budget for the operation and maintenance of community facilities and 

infrastructure. 

Community Services and Facilities Element Goal 35: Education and Lifelong Learning - 

Encourage and support an exceptional school system and life-long learning opportunities for all 

Piedmont residents. 

 CS&F Policy 35.8: Telecommunication Services - Collaborate with 

telecommunication service providers to foster access to emerging 

communication and information technology for Piedmont residents. 

Community Services and Facilities Element Goal 37: Infrastructure - Provide water, sewer, 

storm drainage, energy, and telecommunication services in the most efficient, cost-effective, 

and environmentally sound manner possible. 

 CS&F Policy 37.4: Siting and Design of Infrastructure - Ensure that the siting 

and design of infrastructure facilities, including water tanks and 

telecommunication towers, mitigates the potential for adverse visual impacts 

and is consistent with policies in the Design and Preservation Element. 

 

The City of Piedmont General Plan is available in its entirety on the City website at 

http://www.ci.piedmont.ca.us/draft-general-plan/ 

 

DESIGN REVIEW GUIDELINES 

 

NEW CONSTRUCTION: 

 

Guideline I-1: Where one architectural style is predominant in the neighborhood, the new 

residential construction should be compatible with this predominant architectural style. 

Where no one architectural style is predominant in the neighborhood, the new residential 

construction should be compatible with the architectural style of the houses near it. The 

proponent of the new construction shall be responsible for including graphic materials in 

his/her submission to the City documenting compatibility. 

 

Comments: 

 

I-1(a): In many of the residential neighborhoods in Piedmont, all or most of 

the houses reflect one of the vernacular architectural styles which were popular 

during the pre-World War II period. In other neighborhoods, there is often a 

mixture of styles. Where a neighborhood is characterized by a predominant 

architectural style, this guideline requires that the design of a new residence be 

compatible with the architectural elements which define this predominant style. 

The phrase “be compatible with” by no means requires that a new residence be a 

precise copy of the predominant style, but neither does it prohibit this. For 

example, if the predominant style is two-story Mediterranean Revival, the design 
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of the new residence should emulate the scale and massing of this style and may, 

but need not, incorporate the distinguishing elements of this style - tile roof, white 

stucco walls, large picture window in front. 

 

I-1(b): Where several different styles of vernacular architecture are found in 

a neighborhood, the emphasis shifts from the neighborhood to the architectural 

styles of the houses in proximity to the new residence, especially those on either 

side of it as they face the street. In this situation, this guideline requires that the 

design of the new residence be compatible with the architectural elements which 

define the styles of these nearby houses. This does not mean that the new 

residence must select the style of one of these neighboring houses and follow it. 

Instead, the new residence may select an architectural styles that creates a design 

which relates to its neighbors. 

 

I-1(c): In both conditions, a single predominant style or several styles, the 

goals of this guideline are harmony and integration. These goals are not, however, 

intended to preclude creativity, innovation, or the use of modern design styles and 

elements. If modern styles and elements are used, the new residence should not 

attempt to call attention to itself or attempt to make a statement any more than 

other residences in the neighborhood. The new residence should strive to fit into 

the architectural character of the neighborhood by reflecting the scale and mass 

of the existing houses within the neighborhood. The design of the new residence 

should suggest, and ideally incorporate, either the design elements of the 

predominant architectural style of the street or of the adjacent houses, as 

appropriate, and reinterpret them in a modern context. 

 
 

I-1(d): In either condition, a single predominant style or several styles, the 

new residence should select one architectural style, or if the new residence 

incorporates the design elements of two or more different styles to result in a 

integrated design solution, the different styles should work together with 

integrity. 

 

Guideline I-2: The siting of the new residence on its lot should be compatible with the 

siting of the residences along the street on which the new residence fronts. Priority 

attention should be given to the siting of the new residence with respect to the residences 

on either side. 

 

Comments: 

 

I-2(a): Nothing in this guideline should be interpreted to relieve a new 

residence of its obligation to conform to the requirements set forth in Chapter 17 

of the City of Piedmont Code. In the event of a conflict, the latter shall prevail. 

 

I-2(b): In the context of Guideline I-2, the phrase “be compatible with” means 

that the new residence should respect the existing front, side and rear yard 

setbacks of the houses in the neighborhood so that the overall character of the 

neighborhood is maintained in this respect. 
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I-2(c): If there is a uniform front-yard setback, the new residence should 

respect this setback. There must be compelling reasons why the new residence 

does not conform to the uniform setback. If there exists a range of front-yard 

setbacks, the setback of the new residence should fall within this range. In either 

case, uniform or range of front-yard setbacks, the setback of the new residence 

should ordinarily not be less than the residences on either side, unless a lesser 

setback will not significantly obstruct or reduce the view of the streetscape 

available from these existing residences. 

 

For the purpose of Guideline I-2, “uniform” means an approximately equal 

distance from a common point of measurement, such as the centerline of the 

street, the curb of the street or the edge of the sidewalk closest to the existing and 

new residences, or the front property line. 

 

I-2(d): The siting of a new residence with respect to its rear-yard setback 

should ordinarily not significantly impair access to sunlight or the feeling of 

openness available to existing residences on either side of the proposed new 

residence. 

 

Guideline I-3: See Guideline I-1, Comments I-1(b), (c) and (d), and Guideline I-2, 

Comments I-2(a), (b) and (c). 

 

Guideline I-4: See Guideline I-1, Comments I-1(b), (c) and Guideline I-2, Comments I-

2(a), (b) and (c). 

 

Guideline I-5: A new residence constructed on a steep slope should take advantage of the 

topography and be designed to reduce the effective visual bulk of the structure and avoid 

an appearance of excessively large bulk. 

 

Comments: 

 

I-5(a): Structures built on steep slopes, such as are typically found in many 

areas of Piedmont, stand out prominently when seen from a distance or from 

below, and cannot be screened effectively by plants until they reach maturity, a 

process which may take many years. 

 

I-5(b): The intent of Guideline I-5 is to encourage designs for new hillside 

residences which work with rather than against the topography. New hillside 

residences should follow the contour of the slope with the form of the building 

and should avoid large building planes, breaking them up into several horizontal 

and vertical elements. 

 

Guideline I-6: The new residence should be physically integrated into the neighborhood 

so that it appears to residents and visitors to the neighborhood that the new residence 

belongs to and is a part of the neighborhood. 

 

Guideline I-7: The siting and construction of a new residence, including its plantings at 

mature growth, should make all reasonable efforts to preserve significant views currently 
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available to existing residences. The siting and construction of a new residence, including 

its plantings at  mature growth, should consider views potentially available to residences 

which may be constructed in the future, and reasonably attempt to preserve these views. 

 

Comments: 

 

I-7(a): This guideline should not be interpreted to suggest the planting of 

mature landscaping. 

 

Guideline I-8: The new residence should have an outdoor yard or open space which, if 

topography permits, is screened from the view of contiguous parcels. 

 

Guideline I-9: The siting of the new residents, the exterior location of its windows, and 

the exterior location of appliance ventilation and exhaust ports should respect the visual 

and acoustical privacy of the residences located on contiguous parcels, including their 

outdoor yards or open spaces, 

 

Comments: 

 

I-9(a): This guideline shall not be interpreted as an outright prohibition of 

side yard windows. Rather, the design of the windows of the new residence 

should consider their number, size, placement, glazing treatment and dressing in 

order to respect the visual and acoustical privacy of the residences located on 

contiguous parcels. Similarly, the ports or exterior wall openings for clothes dryer 

vents, kitchen and stove exhaust fans and other appliances should be sensitive to 

their acoustical impacts on adjacent residences. 

 

Guideline I-10: The siting of the new residence and its landscaping should clearly 

differentiate between the public street space and the private space of the new residence, 

and give the appearance that its residents control their private space. 

 

Guideline I-11: The siting of the new residence and the interior design of its room should 

discourage visual access by persons driving by in automobiles or walking along the 

sidewalk, yet allow for the view of the streetscape and the neighborhood by the occupants 

of the new residence. 

 

Guideline I-12: The entryway to the new residence should be observable from the 

street. 
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Wireless Communication Facilities Permit Applications and Variance Applications  

Public Comments Received By Email by June 1, 2017 

 

Email Received 6/1/2017 from Boleyn Ni 

 

Hi, commission member: 

This is regarding the Cell tower, our household strongly oppose it, reasons below: 

1. The cell antennas will destroy our property values.  

2. The cell antennas should be put in commercial areas.  

3. There is no proof the additional antennas are required in our area.  

4. The cell towers will destroy your views. 

Thanks. 

Boleyn Ni 

459 Jerome Ave 

Email Received 6/1/2017 from Amy and Aaron Aubrecht 

 

Dear Commissioners,  

We respectfully request that the Piedmont Parks Commission and Piedmont Planning commission read 

https://nouglytowers.com/ if you haven’t already, as it includes a fairly comprehensive description of Palos Verdes’ 

experience with Crown Castle.  The “About Us” of this site sums up the objections we have – just substitute “Piedmont” 

for “Palos Verdes”: 

“We are not against cell towers in general and like everyone else, we would like better cell coverage in Palos 

Verdes.  We are against ugly, highly intrusive cell towers planted in the heart of every neighborhood in our 

community.  We will not tolerate the cheapest, crappiest “solution” the cell tower installers think they can get 

away with.   This is our community and we expect them to respect it. 

There is no question placing a commercial telecommunication facility next to a home lowers its property 

value.   Residential neighborhood locations must be the last resort and then only when a site is required to 

prevent an effective prohibition of service.  If that’s not demonstrated to be the case, using objective evidence 

and defensible service level requirements, then the cell tower installers must look elsewhere. 

These requests are reasonable, and even those trying to justify these sites would  likely feel the same way if this 

was happening in their neighborhood. 

Palos Verdes has the power to deny sites that violate the aesthetic regulations of our cities.” 

We have not heard or seen any reports that even indicate a need for these cell towers, never mind attempts at 

alternative locations, or how the proposed towers will objectively and substantially improve any purported gaps 
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in service.  To remove trees and alter the quaint, residential feel and aesthetic of our small town for an 

unsubstantiated need is indefensible. 

You clearly have your work cut out for you so we thank you in advance for giving this your fullest attention. 

Sincerely, 

Amy and Aaron Aubrecht 

72 Wildwood Ave 

 

Email Received 5/31/2017 from Laura Przetak 

 

Good Afternoon:  

I write to express my objection to the Crown Castle application to install cell phone antennas in my neighborhood. They 

are not needed. Period. And they will impact our property values and our lovely neighborhood.  

Thank you, Laura Przetak 

339 Magnolia Ave.  

Cross street is Jerome. 

 

Laura Przetak, Partner 

direct: (510) 250-0425 | lprzetak@spanos-przetak.com 
 

 

 

SPANOS | PRZETAK 
A Professional Law Corporation 

475 14th Street, Suite 550, Oakland, CA 94612 

www.spanos-przetak.com | fax: (510) 380-6354 

 

Email Received 5/31/2017 from Edit Kincses 

 

Dear Kevin, 

 

I am opposed to having any cell antennas installed in Piedmont for the following reasons: 

 DAS (Distributed Antenna System) antennas have a material negative affect on the value of surrounding properties (i.e. they lower 
property values) 

 the antennas themselves are unattractive and have an unacceptable visual impact on the character of our neighborhoods 

 the additional equipment required on the sides of the right-of-way poles constitute unreasonable obstruction of views 

 the placement of the antennas require removal of trees and other vegetation that harms the appearance of our neighborhoods 

 the covers for the underground vaults are potential slip and fall hazards 

 the proposal does not represent the least intrusive means for filling the claimed gap in coverage 
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Please forward this letter to the Planning Commission. 

Thank you, 

Edit Kincses 

 

Email Received 5/31/2017 from Julia Chung and Mike Nachtwey 

 

You have City Hall grounds, the Piedmont Fire Station, Piedmont High football field, etc. These towers should be in 

commercial areas, NOT in residential neighborhoods and NOT in the middle of the lovely entrance to our Piedmont Dog 

Park. 

What are you THINKING? 

Julia Chung and Mike Nachtwey 

1190 Harvard Rd. 

Piedmont, CA 94610 

 

Email Received 5/31/2017 from Shanti Kim 

 

Dear Mr. Jackson, 

I am opposed to having any cell antennas installed in Piedmont for the following reasons: 

• DAS (Distributed Antenna System) antennas have a material negative affect on the value of surrounding 

properties (i.e. they lower property values) 

• the antennas themselves are unattractive and have an unacceptable visual impact on the character of our 

neighborhoods 

• the additional equipment required on the sides of the right-of-way poles constitute unreasonable obstruction of 

views 

• the placement of the antennas require removal of trees and other vegetation that harms the appearance of our 

neighborhoods 

• the covers for the underground vaults are potential slip and fall hazards 

• the proposal does not represent the least intrusive means for filling the claimed gap in coverage 

Please forward this letter to the Planning Commission. 

Thank you, 

Shanti Kim 
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Email Received 5/31/2017 from Elizabeth Arney 

 

Dear Mr. Jackson, 

 

I am opposed to having any cell antennas installed in Piedmont for the following reasons: 

 DAS (Distributed Antenna System) antennas have a material negative affect on the value of surrounding properties (i.e. 
they lower property values) 

 the antennas themselves are unattractive and have an unacceptable visual impact on the character of our 
neighborhoods 

 the additional equipment required on the sides of the right-of-way poles constitute unreasonable obstruction of views 

 the placement of the antennas require removal of trees and other vegetation that harms the appearance of our 
neighborhoods 

 the covers for the underground vaults are potential slip and fall hazards 

 the proposal does not represent the least intrusive means for filling the claimed gap in coverage 

Please forward this letter to the Planning Commission. 

Thank you, 

Elizabeth Arney 

157 Holly Place, Piedmont 

 

Email Received 5/31/2017 from Casey Sullivan 

 

Dear Mr. Jackson, 

 

I am opposed to having any cell antennas installed in Piedmont for the following reasons: 

 DAS (Distributed Antenna System) antennas have a material negative affect on the value of surrounding properties (i.e. they lower 
property values) 

 the antennas themselves are unattractive and have an unacceptable visual impact on the character of our neighborhoods 

 the additional equipment required on the sides of the right-of-way poles constitute unreasonable obstruction of views 

 the placement of the antennas require removal of trees and other vegetation that harms the appearance of our neighborhoods 

 the covers for the underground vaults are potential slip and fall hazards 

 the proposal does not represent the least intrusive means for filling the claimed gap in coverage 

Please forward this letter to the Planning Commission. 

Thank you, 

Casey Sullivan 

1092 Park Lane 

 

Email Received 5/31/2017 from Mike and Melanie Layman 

 

Dear Kevin- 

We are opposed to having any cell antennas installed in Piedmont for the following reasons: 
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• DAS (Distributed Antenna System) antennas have a material negative affect on the value of surrounding 

properties (i.e. they lower property values) 

• the antennas themselves are unattractive and have an unacceptable visual impact on the character of our 

neighborhoods 

• the additional equipment required on the sides of the right-of-way poles constitute unreasonable obstruction of 

views 

• the placement of the antennas require removal of trees and other vegetation that harms the appearance of our 

neighborhoods 

• the covers for the underground vaults are potential slip and fall hazards 

• the proposal does not represent the least intrusive means for filling the claimed gap in coverage 

Thank you, 

Mike and Melanie Layman 

68 Oakmont Avenue 

 

Email Received 5/31/2017 from Mark Harris 

  

Jackson: 

Good afternoon. I am strongly opposed to this. The thing I find troubling is no one from the city council has 

been able to answer a very simple question: "What problem does this solve"?. Can you answer that? My 

current cell coverage and internet work great.  

None of my neighbors say they have a problem. 

Thx, Mark 

 

Email Received 5/31/2017 from Stephen Porter 

I am a Piedmont resident and am opposed to having any new cell antennas installed in Piedmont for the following 

reasons: 

• DAS (Distributed Antenna System) antennas have a material negative affect on the value of surrounding 

properties (i.e. they lower property values) 

• the antennas themselves are unattractive and have an unacceptable visual impact on the character of our 

neighborhoods 

• the additional equipment required on the sides of the right-of-way poles constitute unreasonable obstruction of 

views 

• the placement of the antennas require removal of trees and other vegetation that harms the appearance of our 

neighborhoods 

• the covers for the underground vaults are potential slip and fall hazards 

• the proposal does not represent the least intrusive means for filling the claimed gap in coverage 
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Please forward this letter to the Planning Commission. 

Thank you, 

Stephen Porter 

 

Email Received 6/1/2017 from Jennifer Porter 

 

To Whom it May Concern,  

I am opposed to having any cell antennas installed in Piedmont for the following reasons: 

• DAS (Distributed Antenna System) antennas have a material negative affect on the value of surrounding 

properties (i.e. they lower property values) 

• the antennas themselves are unattractive and have an unacceptable visual impact on the character of our 

neighborhoods 

• the additional equipment required on the sides of the right-of-way poles constitute unreasonable obstruction of 

views 

• the placement of the antennas require removal of trees and other vegetation that harms the appearance of our 

neighborhoods 

• the covers for the underground vaults are potential slip and fall hazards 

• the proposal does not represent the least intrusive means for filling the claimed gap in coverage 

Please forward this letter to the Planning Commission. 

Thank you, 

Jennifer Porter  

 

Email Received 5/31/2017 from Julie Carling 

 

Dear Pierce, 

 

I am opposed to having any cell antennas installed in Piedmont for the following reasons: 

 DAS (Distributed Antenna System) antennas have a material negative affect on the value of surrounding properties (i.e. they lower 
property values) 

 the antennas themselves are unattractive and have an unacceptable visual impact on the character of our neighborhoods 

 the additional equipment required on the sides of the right-of-way poles constitute unreasonable obstruction of views 

 the placement of the antennas require removal of trees and other vegetation that harms the appearance of our neighborhoods 

 the covers for the underground vaults are potential slip and fall hazards 

 the proposal does not represent the least intrusive means for filling the claimed gap in coverage 

Please forward this letter to the Planning Commission. 

Thank you, 

Julie Carling 
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27 Portsmouth Road 

Piedmont, CA, 94610 

415-596-8132 

 

Email Received 5/31/2017 from Poppea Dorsam 

 

Dear Mr. Jackson, Mr. Macdonald-Powell, Mr. Benoit and Piedmont Post Newspaper,  

I am opposed to having any cell antennas installed in Piedmont for the following reasons: 

• DAS (Distributed Antenna System) antennas have a material negative affect on the value of surrounding properties (i.e. they lower 

property values) 

• the antennas themselves are unattractive and have an unacceptable visual impact on the character of our neighborhoods.  

• When I spoke repeated with planning regarding a renovation to my house I was reminded again and again about the beauty of our 

town and why it was so important for me to follow every rule of neighborhood design, including taking months in proper notification of 

neighbors, to their correct addresses, more than two weeks before comments were due back… As well as proper follow up with all my 

neighbors. I was encouraged to find compromise with a tricky neighbor. I was made to follow all sorts of rules and pay all sorts of fees and 

jump through all sorts go hoops, to keep our town looking beautiful.  Why do you not follow the same rules? 

• the additional equipment required on the sides of the right-of-way poles constitute unreasonable obstruction of views 

• the placement of the antennas require removal of trees and other vegetation that harms the appearance of our neighborhoods 

• the covers for the underground vaults are potential slip and fall hazards 

• the proposal does not represent the least intrusive means for filling the claimed gap in coverage 

• the practice of Crown Castle sending notification to fake addresses is suspect and should not be entertained by Piedmont planning 

commission.  

• I don’t understand why Piedmont planning would even consider this in residential zones and next to schools…is the town getting a 

kickback of some sort?  

• How can any reasonable person make an informed decision without ANY specific data relating to the need for this coverage in 

lower Piedmont? What studies were done and by whom?  Why were they not mailed to me? Are they available? If so, why is it not 

indicated on the mailing I received from you? Is it not necessary for Piedmont to do a self study before allowing a company to come in, take 

over and negatively affect our families, neighborhoods and property values? 

• I am truly disappointed that the commission is allowing this deceptive campaign in the first place. The hearing dates are for the 

first week of vacation when many families are away. Is this on purpose? Perhaps it makes better sense for PPC to be transparent and delay 

this until Piedmont has a self funded report on the need for these antennas. And then for this information to be sent to the correct 

addresses for consideration at a town hall scheduled months in advance, in the fall, after school has started and all families are back?… Why 

is this being rushed and why does it seem so secretive? This is not acceptable in a town which makes us bend over backwards to add an 

exterior light added to our homes… What is really motiving you? 

• If this goes through how many other companies will try to add their antennas? 

• I know we are not supposed to bring up health concerns, but I care about the health of my family. This should be part of the 

discussion on a human level. 

I would appreciate it if you would please notify me to let me know that this letter that been forwarded to the members of the Planning 

Commission.  

I would very much appreciate answers to my questions. If I did not receive mailings or if there is information available that I do not know 

about I would also like to know about this and to understand why it was not made clear to me that it exists or where to find it. I’m sure 

there is much I do not understand... 

Thank you, 
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Poppea Dorsam 

~ 

Poppea Dorsam, Cellist 

Doctor of Musical Arts 

Hm: (510) 922-9952 

Cell: (415) 819-3340 

pdorsam@gmail.com 

pdorsam@sfcmc.org 

 

Email Received 5/31/2017 from Tanuja Karunkar 

 

Dear Mr. Jackson,  

 

I am opposed to having any cell antennas installed in Piedmont for the following reasons: 

 DAS (Distributed Antenna System) antennas have a material negative affect on the value of surrounding properties (i.e. they lower 
property values) 

 the antennas themselves are unattractive and have an unacceptable visual impact on the character of our neighborhoods 

 the additional equipment required on the sides of the right-of-way poles constitute unreasonable obstruction of views 

 the placement of the antennas require removal of trees and other vegetation that harms the appearance of our neighborhoods 

 the covers for the underground vaults are potential slip and fall hazards 

 the proposal does not represent the least intrusive means for filling the claimed gap in coverage 

Please forward this letter to the Planning Commission. 

Thank you, 

Tanuja Karunkar 

 

Email Received 5/31/2017 from Lukas Bruggemann 

 

Dear Piedmont Planning Commission, 

I am opposed to having any additional cell antennas installed in Piedmont for the following reasons: 

• DAS (Distributed Antenna System) antennas have a material negative affect on the value of surrounding properties (i.e. they lower 

property values) 

• The antennas themselves are unattractive and have an unacceptable visual impact on the character of our neighborhoods. 

• The additional equipment required on the sides of the right-of-way poles constitute unreasonable obstruction of views. 

• The placement of the antennas require removal of trees and other vegetation that harms the appearance of our neighborhoods. 

• The covers for the underground vaults are potential slip and fall hazards. 

• The proposal does not represent the least intrusive means for filling the claimed gap in coverage. 

Please forward this letter to the Planning Commission. 

Thank you, 
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Lukas Bruggemann 

 

Email Received 5/31/2017 from Sarah Roberts 

 

Dear Mr. Jackson, 

I am writing today to express my concern about the Crown Castle cell towers proposed for placement in our part of 

Piedmont, near the high school. A huge part of Piedmont’s charm and popularity as a place for families to move is the 

leafy character of the neighborhoods. Planting cell towers throughout the neighborhood will inevitably decrease 

property values and degrade the views and beauty of the  neighborhood. I have seen no convincing evidence that there 

is a need for these towers, and no convincing argument that they could not be located in commercial areas where the 

character of Piedmont and out property values will not be negatively impacted. I urge you and the commission to deny 

this application, 

Thanks for your attention to this important matter. 

Kind regards, 

Sarah Roberts 

400 Jerome Ave. 

Piedmont, CA 94610 

Sarah Roberts 

Andrew W. Mellon Associate Curator of Painting and Sculpture 

San Francisco Museum of Modern Art 

Now Open! - Tickets Available at SFMOMA.org - 415.618.3286 - sroberts@SFMOMA.org 

151 Third Street | San Francisco, CA 94103 

 

Email Received 5/31/2017 from Kim Seto 

 
Dear Mr. Kevin Jackson, 

It has come to my attention that Piedmont is considering installing antennas.  I am opposed to having any cell antennas installed in 

Piedmont for the following reasons: 

 DAS (Distributed Antenna System) antennas have a material negative affect on the value of surrounding properties (i.e. they lower 
property values) 

 the antennas themselves are unattractive and have an unacceptable visual impact on the character of our neighborhoods 

 the additional equipment required on the sides of the right-of-way poles constitute unreasonable obstruction of views 

 the placement of the antennas require removal of trees and other vegetation that harms the appearance of our neighborhoods 

 the covers for the underground vaults are potential slip and fall hazards 

 the proposal does not represent the least intrusive means for filling the claimed gap in coverage 

Please forward this letter to the Planning Commission. 

Thank you, 
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Kim Seto 

 

 

Email Received 5/31/2017 from Amaia Lasa 

Dear Mr. Kevin Jackson, 

 

I am opposed to having any cell antennas installed in Piedmont for the following reasons: 

 DAS (Distributed Antenna System) antennas have a material negative affect on the value of surrounding properties (i.e. they lower 
property values) 

 the antennas themselves are unattractive and have an unacceptable visual impact on the character of our neighborhoods 

 the additional equipment required on the sides of the right-of-way poles constitute unreasonable obstruction of views 

 the placement of the antennas require removal of trees and other vegetation that harms the appearance of our neighborhoods 

 the covers for the underground vaults are potential slip and fall hazards 

 the proposal does not represent the least intrusive means for filling the claimed gap in coverage 

Please forward this letter to the Planning Commission. 

Thank you, 

Amaia Lasa 

 

Email Received 5/31/2017 from Shady Shahid  

 

Dear Kevin, 

 

I am opposed to having any cell antennas installed in Piedmont for the following reasons: 

 DAS (Distributed Antenna System) antennas have a material negative affect on the value of surrounding 
properties (i.e. they lower property values) 

 the antennas themselves are unattractive and have an unacceptable visual impact on the character of our 
neighborhoods 

 the additional equipment required on the sides of the right-of-way poles constitute unreasonable obstruction of 
views 

 the placement of the antennas require removal of trees and other vegetation that harms the appearance of our 
neighborhoods 

 the covers for the underground vaults are potential slip and fall hazards 
 the proposal does not represent the least intrusive means for filling the claimed gap in coverage 

Please forward this letter to the Planning Commission. 

Thank you, 

Shady 

 

Email Received 5/31/2017 from Alison Montes 

 
Dear Kevin Jackson, 
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I am opposed to having any cell antennas installed in Piedmont for the following reasons: 

 DAS (Distributed Antenna System) antennas have a material negative affect on the value of surrounding properties (i.e. they lower 
property values) 

 the antennas themselves are unattractive and have an unacceptable visual impact on the character of our neighborhoods 

 the additional equipment required on the sides of the right-of-way poles constitute unreasonable obstruction of views 

 the placement of the antennas require removal of trees and other vegetation that harms the appearance of our neighborhoods 

 the covers for the underground vaults are potential slip and fall hazards 

 the proposal does not represent the least intrusive means for filling the claimed gap in coverage 

Please forward this letter to the Planning Commission. 

Thank you, 

Alison Montes 

 

Email Received 5/31/2017 from Rick Nguyen 

 

Dear Kevin, 

I am opposed to having any cell antennas installed in Piedmont for the following reasons: 

 DAS (Distributed Antenna System) antennas have a material negative affect on the value of surrounding properties (i.e. they lower 
property values) 

 the antennas themselves are unattractive and have an unacceptable visual impact on the character of our neighborhoods 

 the additional equipment required on the sides of the right-of-way poles constitute unreasonable obstruction of views 

 the placement of the antennas require removal of trees and other vegetation that harms the appearance of our neighborhoods 

 the covers for the underground vaults are potential slip and fall hazards 

 the proposal does not represent the least intrusive means for filling the claimed gap in coverage 

Please forward this letter to the Planning Commission. 

Thank you, 

Rick Nguyen 

168 Wildwood AVe  

 

Email Received 5/31/2017 from Karen Toto 

 

Dear Mr. Jackson, 

 

I am opposed to having any cell antennas installed in Piedmont for the following reasons: 

 DAS (Distributed Antenna System) antennas have a material negative affect on the value of surrounding properties (i.e. they lower 

property values) 

 the antennas themselves are unattractive and have an unacceptable visual impact on the character of our neighborhoods 

 the additional equipment required on the sides of the right-of-way poles constitute unreasonable obstruction of views 

 the placement of the antennas require removal of trees and other vegetation that harms the appearance of our neighborhoods 

 the covers for the underground vaults are potential slip and fall hazards 

 the proposal does not represent the least intrusive means for filling the claimed gap in coverage 
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Please forward this letter to the Planning Commission. 

Thank you, 

Karen Toto 

Note:  WE HAVE MOVED!   

As of February 1, 2016 we are at the new address below. 

Karen M. Toto LMFT, Executive Director 

410 7th Street, Suite 203 

Oakland, CA  94607 

(510) 287-8488 

 

Email Received 5/31/2017 from Keith Roberts 

 

Nancy and Kevin, 

I am writing to ask your committees to oppose the many cell towers proposed for residential areas of 
Piedmont. 

There has been no proof that these towers are required in our residential areas.  The current coverage is not 
lacking, and towers could be placed in commercial zones with the same effect. 

Furthermore, these towers will destroy our property values and views. 

Please oppose these towers and pass this email to your entire committees. 

Thank you, 

Keith Roberts 

400 Jerome Ave. 

Keith Roberts  

roberts.keith@outlook.com 

408-914-8010 

 

Email Received 5/31/2017 from Joseph Saah 

 

Dear Ms. Macdonald-Powell, 

 

Please forward this letter to the Piedmont Park Commission and Piedmont Planning Commission: 

 

I am strongly opposed to having any cell antennas installed in Piedmont for the following reasons: 
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 DAS (Distributed Antenna System) antennas have a material negative affect on the value of surrounding properties (i.e. they 
lower property values) 

 the antennas themselves are unattractive and have an unacceptable visual impact on the character of our neighborhoods 

 the additional equipment required on the sides of the right-of-way poles constitute unreasonable obstruction of views 

 the placement of the antennas require removal of trees and other vegetation that harms the appearance of our neighborhoods 

 the covers for the underground vaults are potential slip and fall hazards 

 the proposal does not represent the least intrusive means for filling the claimed gap in coverage 

Thank you, 

Joseph Saah 

22 Portsmouth Rd. 

Piedmont, CA 94610 

 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This email message is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 

unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply email and destroy all 

copies of the original message. Email is not a reliably confidential method of communication, and any content sent via email could be intercepted by unauthorized 

outside parties. 

 

Email Received 5/31/2017 from Bernard Koh 

 

Dear Parks and Planning Commission 

I am opposed to having any cell antennas installed in Piedmont for the following reasons: 

 DAS (Distributed Antenna System) antennas have a material negative affect on the value of surrounding properties (i.e. they 

lower property values) 

 the antennas themselves are unattractive and have an unacceptable visual impact on the character of our neighborhoods 

 the additional equipment required on the sides of the right-of-way poles constitute unreasonable obstruction of views 

 the placement of the antennas require removal of trees and other vegetation that harms the appearance of our neighborhood 

I would prefer to keep the aesthetic value of the town intact and live with potentially spotty service than have these antennas 

installed.  (and multiply over time)  Also with the ubiquity of wifi (including Comcast wifi that allows anyone with Comcast service 

to access set top box wifi anywhere), there are alternate means to text and talk that do not rely on cell antennas.  These solutions 

will also increase over time. 

Thank you, 

Bernard Koh 

48 Wildwood Avenue 

 

Email Received 5/30/2017 from Shary Nunan 
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Dear Ms. Macdonald-Powell, 

 

Please forward this letter to the Piedmont Park Commission and Piedmont Planning Commission: 

 

I am strongly opposed to having any cell antennas installed in Piedmont for the following reasons: 

 DAS (Distributed Antenna System) antennas have a material negative affect on the value of surrounding 
properties (i.e. they lower property values) 

 the antennas themselves are unattractive and have an unacceptable visual impact on the character of our 
neighborhoods 

 the additional equipment required on the sides of the right-of-way poles constitute unreasonable obstruction of 
views 

 the placement of the antennas require removal of trees and other vegetation that harms the appearance of our 
neighborhoods 

 the covers for the underground vaults are potential slip and fall hazards 
 the proposal does not represent the least intrusive means for filling the claimed gap in coverage 

Please do everything possible to ensure the antennas are not installed. 

Thank you, 

Shary Nunan 

22 Portsmouth Rd 

Piedmont, CA 94610 

Shary Nunan, Ph.D. 

Co-Director 

Tilden Preparatory School 

Albany: 510.525.5506 

Walnut Creek: 925.933.5506 

 

Email Received 5/29/2017 from (Mr. & Mrs.) Paul Hertelendy 

 

Dear planning commission: 

The cell-towers needs Solomonic decision-making. Clearly, our existing tower networks are inadequate for a community like Piedmont. For 

our system/provider, there are various dead spots, esp. on the upper part of Moraga Ave. 

If more towers are installed, it is important that they be unobtrusive, providing a judicious balance between lack of phone service and eye-

sores.  

With these in mind, we would welcome more and better cell-phone service in Piedmont through the addition of cell towers. 

Sincerely, 

(Mr. & Mrs.) Paul Hertelendy 

321 Hillside ave. 

Piedmont, CA  
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Email Received on 5/25/2017 from Jamie Pantelis 

 

Dear Mr. Wieler, 

There’s no question we live in an age of exploding technological progress and advances. But this ‘explosive’ growth can 

have some ‘ugly’ and un-planned side effects. 

• Unsightly messes of wires, boxes and radios mounted to utility poles 

• Mini-cell towers, some from 70-120 feet, being passed off as Small Cells 

• What looks like a random approach to siting and installations… 

It may seem as if there are no options, other than to ‘accept’ or ‘reject’ what is offered…  

But you DO have a choice - and a voice - in how Small Cell sites will look in your community. 

We’ve formed nepsa solutions, to be the ‘voice of reason’ between mobile network operators, users and 

communities; creating solutions by asking questions and learning from municipalities across the USA. 

Our team is working to reach shared goals: expanded connectivity and capacity for citizens with solutions 

designed to take all parties needs into account: 

• Aesthetically pleasing designs that do not disrupt 

• Revenue-generating opportunities 

• Solutions which enhance public safety, environmental and quality-of-life issues 

• Custom-designed solutions for historical districts and much more... 

To learn more about nepsa solutions and the KitstiK™, our Small Cell wireless solution with “a design 

everybody loves” click this link: http://nepsa.com/solutions/the-kitstik/ 

Please share this information with your community and your government officials. Let them know you have options. 

Regards, 

Jamie Pantelis 

jamie@nepsa.com 

Office:  847-464-4200 

Direct:  847-464-4210 

 

  

This e-mail message, and any attachments, is intended only for the use of the individual or entity identified in the alias 

address of this message and may contain information that is confidential, privileged or subject to legal restrictions and 

penalties regarding its unauthorized disclosure and use.  Any unauthorized review, copying, disclosure, use or distribution 

is strictly prohibited.  If you have received this e-mail message in error, please notify the sender immediately by reply e-

mail and delete this message, and any attachments, from your system.  Thank you. 
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Email Received 5/22/2017 from Bruce and Marilena Scott 

 

Dear Pierce, 
 
Yes, thank you, for identifying the name of the project. 
 
We don't support the addition of the antennas on electrical utility poles and street lights. 
 
"Towers" was not the correct term. 
 
Thanks for your consideration. 
 
Yours truly, 
 
Marilena Scott 
 
 
Hello, Mr. Macdonald-Powell, 
 
My husband and I are Piedmont residents of 39 years. Please add our vote to those who oppose the electrical towers 
near our homes. 
 
We understand there are federal regulations involved, but still, we feel the value of our community goes down by having 
these towers. 
 
Thanks very much. 
 
Yours truly, 
 
Bruce and Marilena Scott 
 
1407 Oakland Ave. 
Piedmont CA 94611 
 

Email Received 5/17/2017 from Jeff Camp 

 

Cellular networks are vital infrastructure for a safe, productive community. Cell service in Piedmont is weak today. 

Permitting Verizon to make this investment and more like it will help make the city better. Perhaps engaging with 

Verizon will help encourage AT&T to do more as well!   

These companies have lots of installations on their possible investment work list. I hope they will find the city easy to 

work so that they will choose to invest here.  

Jeff Camp 

98 Sea View 
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Email Received 5/12/2017 from Rick Fehr 

 

Dear Ms. Mcdonald-Powell  

A friend sent me the file attached below which I thought might be of interest to you and other Piedmont Residents & 

Piedmont City Officials. 

It looks like the Oakland City Council is making extra effort to hear community input in regards to a cellular 

Development project proposed in Oakland. 

Best Regards, 

Rick Fehr 

(510) 710-7116 

rfehr53@gmail.com 

Attached Message: 
 

Dear City Council Members 
 
Thank you for organizing the community meeting with AT&T 
representatives at the Joaquin Miller Elementary School regarding the 
proposed Distributed Antenna System (DAS) installations in Districts 1 
and 4. 
 
A Piedmont Pines resident put up a sign on a Monterey Pine tree 
adjacent to a City of Oakland Public Notice of a proposed AT&T DAS 
installation at the intersection of Elderberry and Girvin Drive. It reads, 
"No Cell Tower" (see attached photos). 
 
The following message was posted by "No Cell Tower Montclair" on 
Facebook: "AT&T is applying to place a cell tower at eye level less than 
50-feet away from my living room window. My kids play in this room 
every day! Let's stop this Montclair!" 
 
Montclair residents are rightfully concerned about AT&T's proposal to 
install over 30 cell antenna systems in the Oakland hills to "improve cell 
coverage." These towers will be in close proximity to homes exposing 
hills residents to electromagnetic radiation, including children. 
 
According to an industry fact sheet, "DAS antennae are designed to 
send the vast majority of the radio frequency (RF) energy straight out 
from the antenna." Because of the typography of the Oakland hills, 
residences could receive the most intense radiation by virtue of being 
situated higher than the antenna. 
 
Cell antenna at the proposed DAS site on Mendoza Drive (a Cityapproved 
project which has been appealed by a group of concerned 
neighbors) would be installed at eye level approximately 15-feet from a 
resident's deck. 
 
The World Health Organization's International Agency for Research on 
Cancer classifies RF energy from cell phones as a "Possible Human 
Carcinogen" (Class 2B) which has broader implications for all Wi-Fi 
technology. 
 
According to the Green Schools Initiative, "The cancer potential of cell 
phone towers is of growing concern. Unlike intermittent and 
concentrated cell phone radiation, radiation from cell phone towers 
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exposes the entire body for extended periods of time. This has caused 
people to question the dangers of these signals." 
 
The Federal Communications Commission asserts that RF emissions 
from cell towers are generally "thousands of times below safety 
limits." However, a growing number of people around the world report 
"electromagnetic hypersensitivity to non-ionizing electromagnetic fields 
at intensities well below the limits permitted by international radiation 
safety standards." 
 
According to the Environmental Working Group, "the necessary and 
extensive studies on cell phone tower radiation have not yet been 
conducted to determine the effects of long-term exposure. Although 
studies are inconclusive, it takes several years for cancer to develop 
and the symptoms have perhaps not yet been detected." 
 
The cumulative impacts of exposure to electromagnetic pollution or 
"electrosmog" in our environment from a proliferation of cell towers, 
DAS, Smart Meters and other wireless technology has not been 
adequately studied for long-term health effects. 
 
Oakland City Council Member Libby Schaaf's District 4 newsletter (May 
3, 2013) states, "If an installation meets federal emission guidelines, a 
City may not deny an installation because of local residents' concerns 
over health impacts or emission levels." 
 
The Telecommunications Act of 1996 preempts industry from local 
control (Sec. 704. Facilities siting; RF emission standards). Our Oakland 
public officials have indicated that they cannot oppose AT&T's DAS 
installations based on federal preemption and the threat of possible 
lawsuits. 
 
Constituents rely on their elected representatives to protect public 
health. Residents must be given an opportunity for meaningful input on 
a development proposal that directly affects their local community, 
especially if the public will be exposed to increased levels of nonionizing 
radiation and other negative impacts such as viewshed 
obstruction, visual blight, reduced property values, noise and fire safety 
risk from the proposed project. 
 
Moreover, allowing AT&T's project to go forward will set a negative 
precedent by opening the door for other competing telecommunications 
companies to install their DAS equipment, resulting in multiple wireless 
installations on utility poles throughout our community. 
 
In response to controversy over the safety of RF emissions, the Fairfax 
Town Council in Marin County follows the precautionary principle which 
is "the precept that an action should not be taken if the consequences 
are uncertain and potentially dangerous." Fairfax has not permitted any 
cell towers or DAS installations in residential neighborhoods. 
 
The Kensington Municipal Advisory Council in the Town of Kensington 
in Contra Costa County voted to recommend "denial" of all nine 
applications for AT&T's proposed DAS installations. Their comments will 
be sent to the County to provide input on the CEQA Initial Study for the 
proposed project. 
 
Our elected representatives in Oakland must take a strong stand on this 
issue on behalf of their constituents. 
 
Respectfully, 
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Email Received 5/11/2017 from Rick Fehr 

 

Dear Ms. Macdonald-Powell, 

The planning application submitted by Crown Castle to the City of Piedmont includes maps and a detailed analysis 

indicating that our existing coverage is substandard and/or non-existent in some areas.  Many Piedmont Residents have 

told me their experience indicates that the only area in Piedmont in which reception is less than satisfactory is in Moraga 

Canyon near Coaches Field. 

The map below which came from the Verizon Web site indicates perfect reception in all areas proposed to receive 

additional service from Crown Castle's currently proposed project.  (see attached link & screen shot from the Verizon 

site below) 

https://www.verizonwireless.com/featured/better-matters/?intmcp=INT-SEA-NON-SE-coverage-051614-DE-SR-LP-T 

One of our neighbors brought section 17.46.060 of the city code (the section regarding Independent Technical Review) 

to our attention. 

We noticed that the Director has the authority to require Independent Technical Review of the submitted materials at 

the applicant’s expense. 

Has the material submitted on Verizon’s behalf been verified for accuracy ?  The Verizon web site appears to indicate 

that Crown Castle’s data is not correct. 

Please let us know if the director has retained consultants & verified the accuracy of the material containd in the 

Crown castle Planning Application as authorized in section 17.46.060 of the Piedmont City Code. 

Please forward this and my other communications to the Park Commission, Planning Commission, City Council and 

any/all other City Officials or individuals who are interested in receiving public comment on this project. 

Thank you again for your work and diligence in processing this application ! 

Rick Fehr - (510) 710-7116 - rfehr53@gmail.com 
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Email Received 5/9/2017 from Rick Fehr 

 

Dear Ms. Macdonald-Powell,, 

Thank you very much for your call & voice message this evening - as well as your email below. 

I did finally browse the City Code and easily found the section pertaining to cellular infrastructure development.  The 

confusion for me about not finding that section on my first attempt was due to the fact that when I used the "SearchCity 

Code by keyword” option I found a couple related listings - but was unable to access them - with the explanation that 

“this company does not allow unauthorized access to that file"(paraphrase). 

Anyway, I now see the relevant local code which you are working with - and have a vague understanding of the related 

Federal & State laws. 

I’m not sure where/how I conveyed some confusion to you about finding or my understanding of the city code.  My only 

thought is that when I sent a note to a few neighbors specifically pointing out that a cell tower over 35’ in height is 

specifically not allowed in any neighborhood - you were cc’d on that message.  The taller tower proposed for in front of 

the Sande’s house at 428 El Cerrito Ave. is described in the application as being 47’ tall which seems to be clearly not 

allowed by city code. 

I do think the Planning Department policy regarding community notification should be adapted to better address 

widespread concerns throughout the city.  In particular, when a transmitter is proposed within sight (and I think also 

within 300’ of a school & 30’ or less from school property - as it is on Wildwood @ Prospect - anyone who has business, 

or a student, at that school should be notified.  Likewise, the proposed tower at 428 El Cerrito Ave is within 300’ of 

school property - so everyone at PHS and PMS should be notified.  Health concerns may not be a valid  argument for the 

city to deny a permit, but they certainly are valid concerns for anyone who has them. 

I also think that much longer and wider advance notice should be given to the entire community for cellular projects.  I 

don’t know if the city government was aware at the time, but I first noticed a survey crew working for Crown Castle in 

our neighborhood in early 2015.  It is possible they did not ask the city for permission or permit to conduct that work.  In 

other words the public works department may not have known they were working here. 

Please forward this letter and my various other communications with you regarding this project to the Planning 

Commission.  Te neighbors near us are very interest to learn the Planning Department’s recommendations to the 

Planning Commission & Piedmont City Council regarding Crown Castle’s Currently Proposed Development. 

Thank you again for your patience in helping me & others to understand the project & some of the relevant legal 

statutes. 

Best Regards, 

Rick Fehr 

(510) 710-7116 

rfehr53@gmail.com 
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Email Received 5/9/2017 from Rick Fehr 

 

Dear Mr. Jackson, 

I agree with Stephen Kozinchik's assertion that Piedmont residents should receive notice of any proposed cellular 

infrastructure development in a timely manner. (see Stephen's forwarded email message below) 

The currently proposed Crown Castle DAS / Cellular transmitter expansion to nine sites surrounding our schools and 

Piedmont Park has been in the planning process for about two years.  We live directly across the street from one of the 

proposed locations and may not have had any knowledge of the project and its implications for our property if we had 

not engaged directly with Crown Castle’s survey & engineering crews when they were on the street in the neighborhood 

working. 

I think the City of Piedmont Planning Department should act immediately to publicize the currently proposed project 

and initiate a procedure to notify the community in a more timely manner for any new wireless infrastructure projects 

which may be proposed in the future. 

Today some of my neighbors passed out informational flyers (see attached file below) in front of the new cell tower 

“story pole” on Wildwood Ave. - which is adjacent to Wildwood School.  Most passers by (who were parents of students 

at Wildwood Elementary)  were completely unaware that the story pole represented a proposed radio transmitter - and 

were also very upset that the City of Piedmont has not made any effective attempts to notify them or any other 

residents of Piedmont about the project. 

From what I have been told, only people who happened to hear about the proposed Crown Castle project - and 

specifically requested information about the project from the planning department - have received any communication 

about this proposal from the City of Piedmont. 

Thank you for considering my and Mr. Kozinchik’s thoughts. 

Best Regards, 

Rick Fehr 

(510) 710-7116 

rfehr53@gmail.com 

Forwarded Message: On May 8, 2017, at 7:40 PM, Stephen Kozinchik  wrote: 

Good Evening Pierce, 

 

I am writing this email as a follow-up to my conversation with you last week. At that time, I conveyed that the 

communication process by the City is not effective when it comes to ensuring that the citizens of this wonderful 

community are made aware of the current project and the very little time remaining before it is reviewed by the 

Planning Commission tentatively on 06/12/17 and sent to the City Counsel for approval consideration shortly thereafter. 

Until roughly thirty (30} days ago, I was not aware of this project and that one of the nine (9) proposed cell sites (For Use 

By Verizon) is located just five (5) houses from me at the corner of El Cerrito and Jerome. What is more disbursing is that 

I found out about this project from a neighbor residing across the street from the proposed site and not by the Planning 

Commission. After my discovery, I reached out and had to send a request to the Planning Commission asking that I be 

kept updated about the status of the Crown Castle application to install nine (9) wireless Cell Sites with multiple 

antennas in our neighborhoods in close proximity to Piedmont High School, the Middle School and two of our 

elementary schools (Wildwood & Havens).  

 

I believe that it would be prudent for the sake of transparency and considering time constraints to immediately notify in 
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writing all neighbors within three (3) square blocks of each proposed cellular site. I further suggest that it would also be 

prudent to utilize the Piedmont Post for front page notification so that the entire community is apprised so that 

everyone has the opportunity to be heard. I believe that people move here for the school system but they also want to 

raise their families in a beautiful, charming and peaceful setting. If these multiple antenna cellular sites are approved for 

installation by the City Counsel based upon a recommendation from the Planning Commission, the character of our City 

which is cherished by all will never be the same.  It is also evident that approval of this project would open the door for 

more antennas at existing sites and/or new sites servicing other wireless providers. Furthermore, there are several 

articles that substantiate that property values will decline. One study shows that 94% of buyers surveyed indicated that 

they would pay less for a property located near a cell tower or antennas and 79% of buyers surveyed indicated that 

under no circumstances would they ever purchase or rent property within a few blocks of a cell tower or antennas. I 

have also spoken with real estate agents who have confirmed that property values would decline under the 

circumstances. A Single Family Residential Zone (Zone A) is no place for cell sites with multiple antennas. 

 

Sincerely,  

 

Stephen Kozinchik 

 

Email Received 5/9/2017 from Tracy Nemiro 

 

Why am I just now hearing about this?   

When I want to put in a new window my entire neighborhood get’s letters notifying them about my proposed window.  I 

have to go to the city and pull a permit and go through a vetting process to make sure it’s within guidelines. 

Where was the community notification?  Why did this not happen?   

Totally absurd and irresponsible on behalf of the city! 

Questions that need to be answered from the city: 

1.  Will Crown Castle and Beacon be leasing the spot (land) from the city that the proposed towers will be placed? 

2.  What is the proposed amount of money the city will be receiving in exchange for allowing these towers to be placed? 

3.  What account does this money go into?  Who oversees this account?   

4.  Who is benefiting from a monetary standpoint? 

5.  Would you want these towers outside your window, on your curb, next to your children’s school? 

Lastly, you should watch this TED talk video from an expert in EMF Exposure, Jeromy Johnson. 

https://www.emfanalysis.com/tedx-wireless-wake-up-call/ 

The health concerns are real and so is the fact that this will lead to a decline in property values.  

I am AGAINST this plan! 

Tracy Nemiro 

15 Prospect Rd 
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Email Received 5/9/2017 from Stephen Kozinchik 
 

Good Evening Pierce, 
 
I am writing this email as a follow-up to my conversation with you last week. At that time, I conveyed that the 
communication process by the City is not effective when it comes to ensuring that the citizens of this wonderful 
community are made aware of the current project and the very little time remaining before it is reviewed by the 
Planning Commission tentatively on 06/12/17 and sent to the City Counsel for approval consideration shortly thereafter. 
Until roughly thirty (30} days ago, I was not aware of this project and that one of the nine (9) proposed cell sites (For Use 
By Verizon) is located just five (5) houses from me at the corner of El Cerrito and Jerome. What is more disbursing is that 
I found out about this project from a neighbor residing across the street from the proposed site and not by the Planning 
Commission. After my discovery, I reached out and had to send a request to the Planning Commission asking that I be 
kept updated about the status of the Crown Castle application to install nine (9) wireless Cell Sites with multiple 
antennas in our neighborhoods in close proximity to Piedmont High School, the Middle School and two of our 
elementary schools (Wildwood & Havens).  
 
I believe that it would be prudent for the sake of transparency and considering time constraints to immediately notify in 
writing all neighbors within three (3) square blocks of each proposed cellular site. I further suggest that it would also be 
prudent to utilize the Piedmont Post for front page notification so that the entire community is apprised so that 
everyone has the opportunity to be heard. I believe that people move here for the school system but they also want to 
raise their families in a beautiful, charming and peaceful setting. If these multiple antenna cellular sites are approved for 
installation by the City Counsel based upon a recommendation from the Planning Commission, the character of our City 
which is cherished by all will never be the same.  It is also evident that approval of this project would open the door for 
more antennas at existing sites and/or new sites servicing other wireless providers. Furthermore, there are several 
articles that substantiate that property values will decline. One study shows that 94% of buyers surveyed indicated that 
they would pay less for a property located near a cell tower or antennas and 79% of buyers surveyed indicated that 
under no circumstances would they ever purchase or rent property within a few blocks of a cell tower or antennas. I 
have also spoken with real estate agents who have confirmed that property values would decline under the 
circumstances. A Single Family Residential Zone (Zone A) is no place for cell sites with multiple antennas. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Stephen Kozinchik 
 

Email Received 4/14/2017 from Jeff Scofield 

 

Thank you, Pierce. 

My first comment is that I’m surprised that PG&E sprayed paint all over the street and sidewalk in front of my house 

(303 Hillside Avenue) over a week ago, and we have not even had a chance to see what is ultimately being 

proposed.  Does the City have any idea why things are moving forward already? 

JEFF SCOFIELD 

cell (925) 383-5453 
jeff.scofield@pultegroup.com 
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Email Received 4/26/2017 from Mary West and Audrey Frankel 

 

We (my Mother and I) are writing to let you know that we are both against the proposed wireless communication 

facilities planned for Jerome Ave. As Piedmont home owners, we do not want this and feel this would negatively impact 

the beauty of our neighborhood.   

Mary West 

352 Jerome Ave.  

Piedmont 

Audrey Frankel 

144 Nova Drive 

Piedmont 

 

Email Received 4/13/2017 from Sherk Chung 

 

These antennas are for super high powered RF, they transmit 1000W which is 10,000 times the power of a typical 

cellphone during use! 

-Sherk 

Forwarded Message: On Thu, Apr 13, 2017 at 2:32 PM, Rick Fehr wrote: 

P.S. 

These are samples of OET 65 warning signs which were recommended in the statement by "Hammett & Edison” from 

the original application.  These signs, or similar, are conspicuously absent in the application & submitted construction 

drawings. The posting of such signs near homes will likely have a negative effect on nearby property’s appeal & 

therefore lower property values. 

 

Email Received 4/21/2017 from Rick Fehr 

 

Dear Ms. Macdonald-Powell 

In addition to the radiation warning signs, & larger diameter of the proposed new utility pole for in front of 428 El 

Cerrito Ave, my neighbor (Don Sande), reminded me yesterday that Crown Castle also wants to add (2) conduits on the 

side of the pole (a 2” and a 1” conduit as I remember) and an additional “fiber" cable running down the street from pole 

to pole.. 

This installation is not accurately presented in the proposed elevation image in the planning application currently on file 

at city hall.  It would be helpful for the planning commissioners & residents to see an accurate picture of what this would 

look like before finalizing their decisions about the proposed project. 

The photos below were taken of a utility pole on Wildwood Ave., (just above Grand Ave.) in Oakland this morning. 

Below is what a 2” conduit with a standard protective molding on a utility pole looks like: 
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I think the conduit on the left in the photo below is 1” diameter - with a different style of protective shield. 

This third photo shows something similar to what is being proposed for in front of Don & Linda Sande's house.  Its a  2” 

and a 1” conduit (with moldings) on the same pole. - except that in our case the taller pole would likely be 4 or 5” thicker 

& include radiation warning signage as well.  In addition, six or more feet of the sidewalk is proposed to be replaced with 

a steel plate/ vault door - which in this case, in addition to its industrial look, would create a hazard for pedestrians & 

those in wheel chairs - due to the existing 20 % slope of the street & sidewalk. 

Thank you for your patience in sorting through these various details. 

Please forward this email with photos to the Park and Planning Commissions. 

Best Regards, 

Rick Fehr 

(510) 710-7116 rfehr53@gmail.com 
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Email Received 1/5/2017 from Joyce Rickenbaker (letter included with public comment letters, attached) 

Hi Pierce, 

Thank you for your time yesterday. See attached for a copy of the form and our letter opposing the installation of the 

antennas.  

Best, 

Joyce Rickenbaker 
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